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;* President's Home Featured 
On page 7 in this issue the recently completed 
official college residence is featured. A photograph 
shows the front of the colonial building in which 
Dr. Edwards and his family have moved. They are 
the first of the college's first families to live in 
the home. 
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Richard Shick Heads Tiger After Elections 
SUSGA Chairman Becker Includes 
Clemson In Tour Of Local Schools 
By BECKY EPTING 
Tiger Staff Writer 
Ricky Becker of Auburn, Chairman of Southern 
Universities Student Government Association (SUSGA) 
visited Clemson earlier this week while touring colleges 
and universities throughout the area. 
A "Veterinary student, Ricky visited Greenville and 
toured Bob Jones and Furman. Other schools he has I 
included on this tour are University of Tennessee, Geor- 
gia Tech, Emory, University of Chattanooga, Georgia 
State and the University of Georgia. 
To Fill Senior Staff Positions 
Roberts Announces 
(ommitee Heads 
And Hew Officers 
The chairmen of the two stand- 
ing committees of the student 
government and the secretary of 
the student body have recently 
been appointed, announced Booty 
Roberts, president of the student 
body. 
Ted Davenport, Mechanical En- 
gineering major from Kinards. is 
the head of the Ways and Means 
committee. Chairman of the Elec- 
tions committee is Prank Suth- 
erland, Arts and Science major 
from Abbeville. 
Appointed by the president, 
Richard Shick, Mathematics 
major from Sarver, Pa., is 
the secretary of the student 
body. His duties include the 
answering of all correspond- 
ence of the elections commit- 
tee, keeping accurate records 
of the proceedings of the 
committee, and keeping the 
files of the student govern- 
ment up to date. 
According to Booty Roberts the 
members of both the standing and 
immediate committees are select' 
ed by the committee heads. The 
names of these students will be 
announced next week. 
The Elections committee, 
working with the executive 
committee, is responsible for 
carrying out all elections ac- 
cording to the constitution. 
The insurance committee is 
composed of three members and 
has a chairman. Ray Sweeny, 
physics major from Chicago, Mac 
McCord, Pre-medicine major 
from Hodges and Kenneth Eaton, 
Arts and Science major from Flo- 
rence are the members. Applica- 
tions have been made for the 
members of the blood bank com- 
mittee, which will be announced 
next week. 
The Ways and Means com- 
mittee handles any general 
problem confronting the stu- 
dent body. Workable solutions 
to these problems are submit- 
ted to the legislative branch. 
The insurance, parking, or 
blood bank committees are ex- 
amples of the immediate commit- 
tees designed to meet specific 
problems faced by the 
body. 
Cement Relations 
The purpose of this tour Ricky 
stated, is to cement relations be- 
tween member schools of SUS- 
GA and to inform the organiza- 
tions about these colleges through 
a personal visit. 
SUSGA is made up of 19 south- 
eastern colleges and universities. 
The organization extends 
throughout South Carolina, Ken- 
tucky, . Tennessee, Alabama, 
Georgia, Florida, Mississippi and 
Loiusana. 
The promotion of student 
government through the ex- 
change of ideas common to 
each school is the primary ob- 
jective of SUSGA. It is not, 
however, a policy making or- 
ganization, Ricky added. 
The central office of SUSGA is 
located at Auburn. The executive 
council is composed of the chair- 
mand and a vice-chairman from 
each of the eight states. The 
chairman of the Council is elec- 
ted by the delegates to the an- 
nual convention. Frank Eskridge 
of Clemson, vice-chairman from 
South Carolina, is a member of 
the executive council. 
Convention Held 
Last year's convention was held 
at Auburn in April. It was at this 
time that Clemson formally be- 
came a member of SUSGA. Ric- 
ky announced that Mississippi 
Southern College in Hattiesburg 
will be the bast college to the 
group for it's annual meeting this 
year. 
Ricky stated that SUSGA hopes 
to sponsor a publication work- 
shop to be held at the University 
of Georgia. This project would 
cover all facts of newspaper and 
yearbook problems and special 
needs. 
Also included among pro- 
jects of SUSGA is an enter- 
tainment tour for member 
colleges. Several "big names" 
in entertainment—Dave Bru- 
beck. Dukes of Dixieland, 
George Shearing and Red 
Nichols and the Five Pennies 
—are planned for this tour. 
Lee Clyburn Resigns; Judy DeLoach 
Is First Co-Ed To Join Senior Staff 
Elected in senior staff elections to positions opened after the resignation of Lee Clyburn as 
Tiger Editor, top row (left to right), are: Richard Shick, editor; Bob Clark, associate editor; 
Buck Deaton, columnists; and bottom row, Judy DeLoach and Ken Eaton, alternating col- 
umnists. Shick, Clark and Deaton have served on Tiger Senior Staff; Miss DeLoach and 
Eaton are new members to the senior staff. 
Scott Will Command 
ROTC Brigade Here 
James C. Scott has tentatively major;   and Alan  R.  McCahan, 
been appointed as ROTC Brigade 
Commander for the 1959-60 school 
year. The Industrial Management 
major from Gaffney will carry 
the rank of cadet colonel. 
Appointed as Battle Group 
commanders were Jones T< 
Deaton Pre-law major from 
Lancaster, and Edward R. 
Maddox, Jr., Chemistry ma- 
jor from Spartanburg. They 
will hold the rank of Cadet 
Lt. Colonel. 
The brigade staff will be com- 
posed of the Brigade Executive 
Officer, Cadet Lt. Col. Jerome 
R. Brown, Chemical Engineering 
major from North Augusta; Bri- 
gade S-l, Cadet Major James P. 
Creel, Mechanical Engineering 
major from Conway; Brigade S- 
2, • Cadet Major William B. Mc- 
Cown, Forestry major from Dar- 
lington. 
Industrial    Management 
from Charleston. 
major 
Presently, Clemson is the only 
South Carolina school represented 
in- SUSGA. Ricky added that 
seven other colleges in the state 
—Furman, Bob Jones, Wofford, 
Limestone, Columbia, Carolina 
and Coker—have met the ap- 
proval of the executive council 
student I and that action on their part will 
I make them members also. 
Matriculation Ends 
With Record Set 
By JOHN LONG 
Tiger Staff Writer 
As another matriculation-reg- 
istration period came to a close at 
Clemson, another record enroll- 
ment was set. 
Exceeding last year's record 
breaking figure by nearly 200 stu- 
dents, late Tuesday afternoon en- 
rollment figures showed a total of 
3900 students who had matricu- 
lated. 
Although a new college en- 
rollment record has been set, 
this year's freshman class is not 
I    expected   to   exceed  the   1958 
total of 1174 new students. 
Waiting   in   lines,    extending 
from the Taps office,, down the 
stairs, and out into the quan- 
drangle, students slowly proceded 
through the annual matricula- 
tion process Wednesday, Sept. 9. 
Confusion Stars 
Congestion and confusions sur- 
rounded the freshmen as well as 
the upperclassmen as matricula- 
tion began. As the day grew long- 
er more and more orange rat 
caps and shaved heads cover- 
ed the campus, as the new stu- 
dents officially became "rats". 
Freshmen began the laborious 
registration procedures Mon- 
' day morning in the field house. 
For the incoming freshmen who 
followed schedules prepared by 
the Registrar and for upper- 
classmen attempting to avoid 
8 a.m. and Saturday classes, 
registration was a slow, tedi- 
ous process. 
A first come—first served 
basis prevailed over the registra- 
tion center as upperclassmen 
rushed to sign up their favorite 
professors. A class which filled 
early ruined many a students 
dream schedule. 
Registration continued on 
through Tuesday afternoon as 
students paraded between the 
dormitories and the field house. 
Enrollment Continues 
According to Mr. K. N. Vic- 
kery the freshmen enrollment 
had reached 1150 new students by 
4 p.m. Tuesday. Although enroll- 
ment will continue through Sept. 
22 it is not expected that the 1958 
record total will- be exceeded. 
Last year the total of new stu- 
dents exceeded the 1955 record by 
75. 
College officials and person- 
nel have been busy since last 
week trying to orient the new 
students to the campus for the 
start of the school term. 
Due to the sudden increased 
student   body   the   dormitories 
were filled very quickly. Until the 
new dormitory extension is com- 
pleted or other space is provided 
many students are occupying the 
lounge rooms on each hall. It is 
reported that 3 students are oc- 
cupying some of the rooms in the 
sixth barracks. 
Also, Brigade S-3, Cadet 
Major John H. Roberts, Ce- 
ramic Engineering major 
from Ninety-Six; Brigade S-4, 
Cadet Major Elmer F. 
Creighton of McCormick, an 
Education major; and Bri- 
gade PIO, Cadet Major Ron- 
nie Hillhouse, Ceramic Engi- 
neering major from Anderson. 
Cadet non-commissioned offi- 
cers serving on the staff will be 
Cadet Master Sargeant James M. 
Thomas of Greenville, a Ceramic 
Engineering major who will serve 
as Sargeant Major; and Cadet 
Master Sergeant James E. Young- 
blood, Jr. of Columbia, an Arts 
and Sciences major serving as 
Operations Sargeant. 
Serving on the First Battle 
Group staff are Cadet Major 
Ted S. Davenport, of Kinards, 
a Mechanical Engineering 
major who will serve as the 
executive officer; S-l, Cadet 
Captain Allan P. Sloan, Jr., 
a Ceramic Engineering ma- 
jor from Mt. Pleasant; and 
S-2, Cadet Captain Richard 
R. Weisner, Mechanical En- 
gineering major from Lancas- 
ter. 
Also, S-3, Cadet Captain William 
C. Anderson, Jr., an Arts and 
Sciences major from Hampton; 
S-4, Cadet Captain Julian S. Lime- 
house, Jr., of Charleston, an Ag- 
ricultural Engineering major; and 
Sergeant Major, Cadet Master 
Sergeant Robert S. Hill, Chemical 
Engineering major from Jackson. 
The   Executive   Officer   of 
the  Second  Battle   Group  is 
Cadet Major Donald E. Fow- 
ler, Pre-medicine major from 
Greenville.  Acting  as  Serge- 
ant  Major  is  Cadet  Master 
Sergeant James L.     Adams, 
Textile  Engineering      major 
from Spartanburg. 
The staff officers will be Cadet 
Captains Jon D. Cook, S-l, Indus- 
trial Management    major    from 
Fountain Inn; David C. Lynn, S- 
2, Industrial Management major 
from Fairless  Hills,  Perm.;   Jo- 
seph A. Whiteaker of Rock Hill, 
S-3, an Electrical     Engineering 
Company commanders for 
the first Battle Group will be: 
George P. Higdon, Jr., A-l, 
Chemical Engineering major 
from Charleston; Frank E. 
Abell, B-l, Arts and Sciences 
major from Lowrys. They 
will carry the rank at cadet 
captain. 
Also, Herman B. Mcln- 
tyre, C-l, Mechanical Engi- 
neering major from Biltmore, 
N. C; and George A. Kra- 
jack D-l, Industrial Manage- 
ment major from McKees- 
port, Penn. 
Company commanders   oi   the 
second battle group are; Christo- 
pher C. Rudolph, A-2, Electrical 
Engineering major from Savan- 
nah, Ga.; Thomas S. Harmon, B- 
2, Agronomy major from Lexing- 
ton; Nathaniel O. Whitlaw, Jr., 
C-2, Textile Management major, 
from Columbia; and John G. 
Swartzfager, D-2, Dairy major 
from Columbia. 
The Band Company Command- 
er will be Cadet Catain Rene C. 
Herman, Jr., an Arts and Sci- 
ences major from Greenwood. 
The cadet officers were select- 
ed from the senior military sci- 
ence students. The non-commis- 
sioned officers are members of 
the junior military science class- 
es. 
By JIM YOUNGBLOOD 
Tiger News Editor 
The Tiger Senior Staff unani- 
mously elected Richard Shick 
editor of the 1959-60 Tiger at a 
lengthly meeting held Sept. 10 af- 
ter present editor Lee Clyburn 
announced his resignation. 
This was one of four changes in 
the staff stemming from Lee's 
sudden resignation. As a result of 
the changes, the first co-ed in 
the history of college became an 
ex-officio member of the Senior 
Staff. 
Lee resigned as editor after 
a difficult decision between the 
editorship and the proper con- 
tinuation of his education. In 
his resignation, he stated that 
he had felt it "a great honor 
and privilege" to have served 
in the position as editor. 
The new editor, an Applied 
Mathematics major from Sarver, 
Pa., has worked on the staff for 
two years. Last year he held the 
position of sports editor. Rich be- 
gan the current year as associate 
editor. 
Clark Replaces Shick 
Bob Clark of Charleston, an 
Applied Mathematics major, was 
selected associate editor to re- 
place Shick. Bob began the year, 
his second on the staff, as 
columnist. He plans to retain 
"Let's Talk It Over" as the title 
of his column. 
The new columnist will be 
Buck Deaton, now serving in 
the ex-officio senior staff posi- 
tion of alternating columnist. 
Buck is a senior English major 
from Lancaster. He also plans 
to keep the present title of his' 
column, "Analytical Ap- 
proach." 
Watson Assumes Position Of 
Military Science Professor 
The new Professor of Military Science and Tactics, 
Col. Ernest C. Watson, assumed his duties at the begin- 
ning of this semester. He previously served as assistant 
PMS&T in 1950. 
Col. Watson, a native of Mount 
Carmel, graduated from Clem-on 
in 1928. 
During   the    Second   World 
War, he served in both Africa 
and Europe. His armored bat- 
talion supported the 36th Infan- 
try division landing at Salerno. 
A   later   battalion   under   his 
command broke  the Siegfried 
Line and pushed to the Austrian 
border. 
From 1950 until 1953, he served 
in  Germany. More recently, he 
served as Senior Advisor to a Viet 
Namese Army Division in strife- 
torn Viet Nam. 
Given Silver Star 
Decorations  awarded him in- 
clude the Silver Star, Bronze Star, 
Purple Heart with cluster and the 
Croix de Guerre. 
A graduate of the Armored 
School at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 
and the Command and General 
Staff College at Fort Leaven- 
worth, Kansas, he has served a 
tour as Secretary of the Armored 
School at Fort Knox. 
His wife, the former Christine 
Faust of Kitchings Mill and his 
daughter Ann, 12, will accom- 
pany Col. Watson during his 
tour at Clemson. 
•   ••*••*•* 
Heads Army ROTC 
COL. E. C. WATSON 
Freshmen To Nominate 
Year's Class Officers 
Freshman class officers for the 
coming year will be nominated 
at a meeting of the entire class 
to be held in the near future. Any 
freshman is eligible. 
As many candidates as desire 
nominations may be nominated 
for the offices of president, vice- 
president, secretary, treasurer 
and class representative. Those 
present at the meeting will vote 
to narrow the field to four candi- 
dates for class officers, and ten 
candidates for class representa- 
tive. 
From   the   slate   of   nomi- 
nees,   a   formal   election   by 
the freshman class will elect 
one  each  of   the  candidates 
for  class  officer  and five 
candidates for the position of 
class representative. 
The class president will  auto- 
matically become   a member of 
the  Executive  Committee,  com- 
posed of the presidents of each 
class and the president and vice- 
president of the student body. 
The    class   representatives 
(Continued on page 7) 
Placement Meeting 
Will Advise '59-60 
Prospective Grads 
An important placement meet- 
ing will be held Monday at 6:00 
p. m. in the auditorium of the 
Chemistry Building. Seniors may 
find it advisable to attend this 
meeting before completing their 
data sheet. 
Each prospective graduate 
should get two copies of the data 
sheet either at the meeting or 
from the Placement Office. One 
is to be completed and handed 
in, while the second is pi-ovided 
as a work sheet. 
The work sheet should be 
checked by the respective depart- 
ment head or senior professor 
before the final copy is made. It 
should the be left with the prop- 
er faculty member. 
The data sheet should be com- 
pleted from the information on 
the work sheet after the latter 
has been checked. The complet- 
ed form is then to be left at the 
Placement Office. 
Only black ink may be used for 
the final copy of the data sheet. 
It will be used to compile the 
permanent college record, and for 
the multilithed forms used during 
campus interviews. 
Data sheet pictures will be 
made free in room 92, Plant and 
Animal Science Building from 
Tuesday until Friday. 
Fifty copies of the data sheet 
and attached picture will be 
multilithed free for use in camp- 
us interviews and similar con- 
tacts. It will take about two 
weeks to prepare these forms. 
Dean Cox Gives 
Warning Against 
Malicious 'Visits7 
Students have been cautioned 
from "visits" to other college 
campuses with the intent to mar 
propery under the guise of school 
spirit. 
. Walter T. Cox, Dean of Student 
Affairs, stated that he desired 
the "best possible school spirit" 
but that the administration would 
take "quick and definite" action 
against persons who believe that 
such spirit is manifested through 
destruction or defacing of proper- 
ty. 
He warns the students that en- 
forcements of this policy is in 
accordance with a state law for- 
bidding the damaging of any col- 
lege property. 
Any group of students who en- 
gage in any activity which de- 
faces or damages property either 
on or off campus is subject to 
immediate suspension from col- 
lege. 
Judy Deloach, the first co-ed 
ever to attend a senior staff meet- 
ings, was named as one of the al- 
ternating columnists and filled 
the position vacated by Buck 
She is a sophomore from Clemson 
majoring in Arts and Sciences. 
The second position of alternat- 
ing columnist was filled by Ken 
Eaton, an English major from 
Florence. He was elected at the 
Sept. 15 meeting. Ken has not 
previously been a member of The 
Tiger staff. 
Ken and Judy selected the 
phrase "Talk of the Town" as 
the heading of their column. 
Judy's first colunm appears 
in this issue and Ken's will ap- 
pears next Friday. They will 
alternate each week until the 
end of the year. 
Judy was the only person to as- 
sume a new position this week. 
All other changes will become ef- 
fective with the Sept 25 issue. 
Positions Unaffected 
Staff members whose positions 
were not affected are Kemp 
Mooney, managing editor; Bob 
Burns and Joe Dempsey, co- 
sports editors; Jim Youngblood, 
news editor; Phil Crotwell, busi- 
ness manager; Dave Jeter; ad- 
vertising manager; Bonnie Slice, 
circulation manager; and Bonnie 
Hillhouse, office manager. 
It was also decided at the Sept. 
10 meeting to alter the mast- 
head to read, "He roars for Clem- 
son College" in place of the pres- 
sent "He Roars for Clemson 
A&M." 
Plons Progress Toward 
Tigerama Presentation 
Plans are progressing toward 
1959 production of Tigerama, one 
of the highlights of the Homecom- 
ing Weekend of Nov. 13, an- 
nounced Bob Boles, director of 
the student spectacular. 
Tigerama is an amateur show 
consisting principally of skits, 
specialty acts and, as a grand fi- 
nale, a professionally presented 
display of ground and aerial fire- 
works. 
The colorful one and a half 
hour spectacle is designed as 
the one big occasion each 
year on which Clemson Col- 
lege entertains its students, 
alumni, friends and the gen- 
eral public in a cooperative 
effort by the students and 
faculty. 
Every effort is made each year 
to present Tigerama on the eve 
of Clemson's Homecoming foot- 
ball game. During the course of 
the Tigerama program, the new 
officers of the Alumni Association 
are to be announced and present- 
ed for the first time. 
The announcement and 
crowning of Miss Tigerama 
will again be a star attrac- 
tion. Barbara Dillard, last 
year's Miss Tigerama, will 
crown the new monarch in 
Memorial Stadium, scene of 
the festivities. 
The student body will select 
five finalists from a field of Clem- 
son co-eds. These five will be sub- 
mitted to a well known photo- 
graphy studio for the final selec- 
tion of the 1959 Miss Tigerama. 
Fireworks Are Featured 
The feature of the student pro- 
duction is a 20 minute fireworks 
display. This display will be the 
first of its kind in the South, since 
it will be electronically controll- 
ed. 
Approximately 18,000 people at- 
tended this single feature of the 
numerous festivities of the Home- 
coming weekend last year. This 
year's production of Tigerama 
will mark the third year since it 
has become a traditional part of 
Clemson's  Homecoming. 
In the Spring of 1956, Alum- 
ni Director Joe Sherman pro- 
posed Tigerama to the Clem- 
son Chapter of the Blue Key. 
Blue Key became the coor- 
dinating agency of Tigerama, 
and works with the student 
body in actual production of 
the spectacular. 
The National Council of the 
Clemson Alumni Association of- 
fered to back the project finan- 
cially, with the understanding 
that when and if Tigerama be- 
comes self-supporting, all profits 
derived will be returned to the 
Clemson student body. 
Finally at its Nov. 1957 meet- 
ing, the alumni Association voted 
the continuation of Tigerama as 
a traditional part of the Home- 
coming festivities. 
Last year a pre-Tigerama 
program, featuring the Clem- 
son Glee Club, was inaugur- 
ated to serve as a warm-up 
and introduction to the ac- 
tual Tigerama spectacle. 
A short pep rally followed the 
pre-Tigerama activities, after 
which the actual Tigerama 
began. Eight skits and two spe- 
cialty acts were presented in the 
1958 Tigerama program. 
Students Present Skits 
Basically, Tigerama performers 
are to be students, though one 
skit or one specialty number 
may be presented by the alumni. 
One skit may also be presented 
by a faculty group or a faculty 
individual. 
Bob Boles urges any student or 
student-wife organization that 
would like to participate in the 
1959 edition of Tigerama to please 
contact committee chairmen Ray 
Griffin for skits, or Luther Big- 
by for any non-skit capacity. 
He also urges any individuals 
wanting to help in any way to go 
by the Tigerama office in the vis- 
itor's lounge on the loggia, which 




Seniors will again be offered 
the opportunity to be interview 
ed on campus by representative! 
of various companies this year. 
Hold Briefings 
Company briefings will be held 
at 12:30 p. m. in assigned meet 
ing rooms. All interested student! 
may attend the company brief 
ings, but appointments will be 
necessary for personal interviews 
The United States Chamber w 
Commerce and the College Place 
ment Council, Inc., recommend 
the following practices in seek- 
ing employment. 
Consult Sources 
To prepare for an effective in- 
terview, the student should read 
available literature and consul) 
other sources from informatior 
about the employer. This is avail 
able in the Placement Library. 
The student should use care in 
filling out such appropriate forms 
as may be requested in prepara- 
tion for interviews. 
The student should acknowl- 
edge correspondence pertain- 
ing to his employment nego- 
tiations promptly. 
If an invitation to visit the 
premises of an employer is of- 
fered, it should be accepted 
promptly and only if the student 
is sincerely interested in the com 
pany. 
List Expenses 
Only those costs which actual- 
ly pertain to a visit should be in- 
cluded on an expense sheet if 
the student is traveling at the 
employer's expense. If several 
employers are visited on the 
same trip, the cost should be pro- 
rated among them. 
An employer should be notified 
immediately if he makes an of- 
fer not acceptable to the student. 
The acceptance of an em- 
ployment offer by a student 
should be made in good faith 
and with the sincere intention 
of honoring this commitment. 
At Clemson, students are re- 
quested to keep department heads 
informed of his employment ne- 
gotiations. v 
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EDITORIALS 
Regulations Become Subject To Change; 'Letters' 
Seem Useful Media For Stdents' Recommendations 
* -«- 
It would be most appropriate in this 
first full-length issue of The Tiger to 
officially welcome all upper-classmen 
back to the grind. In our annual fresh- 
man edition of The Tiger which was pub- 
lished last week, we of The Tiger at- 
tempted briefly to outline the problems 
the frosh would contend with and also 
the rules and regulations to which they 
would have to adhere. 
It would be an unnecessary task to 
outline these rules to upper-classmen be- 
cause they have been thoroughly indoc- 
trinated with these for the period they 
have been enrolled at Clemson. There 
are a few comments, however, that we 
would like again to mention just as a 
reminder. 
During our stay at Clemson, we have 
noticed an ever increasing number of 
rules and restrictions placed on various 
objects around the campus. We have 
also recognized the fact that if one is 
faced with a list of do's and don't's, he 
sometimes tends to rebell against them. 
Also we hear an increasing number 
of comments for and against various 
rules. Constant grumbling is the usual 
result from each new rule. 
Offer Solutions 
As everyone gets ready for the tre- 
mendous job ahead of him this semester, 
"we hear the same complaints we have 
heard in the past such as the laundry, 
dining hall, parking regulation, registra- 
tion procedures and many others. There 
is but one trouble. People are often very 
free with their criticisms, but no one 
seems to have a solution to the problem. 
It is not our purpose in this editorial 
to suggest which rules we consider to be 
good and bad because they all were made 
by committees from the administration. 
The purpose is always the betterment of 
the college. 
We are sure that many of the regu- 
lations could be subject to revision which 
would improve the college, but we feel 
that this unorganized grumbling can only 
result in harm and misunderstanding. 
We would like, however, to suggest 
a possible solution to these problems at 
hand—that is, by sending suggestions for 
changes to The Tiger. 
Each week in The Tiger, we enter 
two columns for such letters expressing 
wishes and desires of students. These 
columns, one entitled "Letters to the 
Editor" and the other "Letters to Tom 
Clemson", were designed to meet such 
participation from the student body as a 
whole. 
Anyone is welcome to enter his or 
her thoughts and we certainly welcome 
them to do so. We urge this but we do 
reserve the right to question any letter 
as to the content in order that we may 
clarify ourselves should we have to add 
explanatory notes. 
So far this year the response to these 
two columns has been good and we will 
continue to publish any letters as we re- 
ceive them. We hope that the student 
body will respond to this invitation. 
Tiger Needs Staffers 
As we of The Tiger begin our 53rd 
year of publication, we open our offices 
for any of the student body who wish to 
work with us. We understand that it 
may be common knowledge to some that 
one must be asked to come up and work 
for The Tiger. This is definitely not a 
true statement. 
The Tiger  is a student  publication 
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open to any student on campus. Any in- 
terested students are always more than 
welcome to come up and tour the offices 
any time when there are staff members 
at work — which generally means that 
the offices are open at all times. 
To further clarify circulating ru- 
mors, one is under no obligation when 
he comes to work for The Tiger. Staff 
heads are instructed to realize that junior 
staff members should be excused at any 
time when school work interrupts the 
regular work schedule. 
Also, one needs not work for this 
publication for an entire semester. If 
he feels that he should give it up, we are 
always willing to understand, and we ask 
him to come back again when he feels 
that he has caught up with his work. 
Varied Jobs Open 
One does not need to be a writer to 
work for The Tiger. We are compared to 
a small business in that one can do many 
other jobs and never use a typewriter or 
a pencil. We always welcome cartoon- 
ists, photographers, persons interested in 
selling ads or persons interested in work- 
ing with circulation of the newspaper. 
Each year we lose a large portion of 
our members through those graduating. . 
The only way in which we can rebuild 
our organization  is   by  recruiting new 
members from the student body. 
Last week we held a drop-in in our 
offices to recruit members from the fresh- 
man class. We have received an excel- 
lent response from the incoming frosh 
class, and now there are a noticable 
number of orange rat caps among our 
staff members. 
We do not feel, however, that we 
should open house in such an elaborate 
manner to those who have previously 
been here and have seen the results of 
our tedious work. We do need staff 
members, particularly from the upper- 
classmen, and we would ask that all of 
those interested come up and talk with 
us. 
For those who are interested in writ- 
ing, we offer unlimited welcome. The 
more writers we have, the more mater- 
ial we can cover and the better news, 
sports and features we can present to 
the students. 
In the past two issues of this semes- 
ter and the last issue of the 1958-59 se- 
mester, we have attempted in the best 
way to place the complete picture of The 
Tiger machine before the student body. 
We hope that one can now say that The 
Tiger is an important voice of the stu- 
dent body. 
Initiate Study Habits 
Needless to say, it would not be wise 
to start off the semester without men- 
tioning a subject that not all of us like 
to talk about. In our first issue of this 
semester we mentioned to the "rats" the 
importance of beginning good study hab- 
its from the start. This should hold 
true to any case. 
Our columnists attempted to stress 
the significance of such methods and 
practices which would round out the col- 
lege man, but we all generally agreed 
that beginning with the correct attitude 
toward classes, one would greatly bene- 
fit in the end. 
This we would like to pass on to all 
of the student body. It may seem dull 
because we published it in the last issue, 
but we felt that we should publish it 
once more for those we have not reached. 
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i want to sign up for the house party 
TALK OF THE TOWN 
Clemson Means Many Things- 
Fun, Education, People, Friendships 
By JUDY DELOACH 
Needless to say, that time is 
here again, meaning school and 
all it brings with it. But it's not 
just an ordinary school year 
ahead, it's a Clemson school 
year — classes, "rats", drill, 
lonesomeness, weariness, more 
coeds, more friends, study, and 
on and on. 
To explain to 
a freshman boy 
or girl what he 
or she might 
expect this 
year would 
take no little 
time. A year at 
Clemson is al- 
ways new and 
different and' unforgettable. 
Take a few minutes to think 
what Clemson has meant to 
you, the upperclassman, and 
what it holds in store for these 
newcomers. 
Clemson is first and fore- 
most an educational institution 
—we suggest calling it a uni- 
versity, for does not our school 
deserve this title? At any rate, 
we are here primarily for an 
education, or we should be. 
We do want the freshman to 
realize his educational oppor- 
tunities here and to study to 
learn something, not just to pass 
or to please parents with grades. 
Maybe it would be wise to em- 
phasize to the "rat" the im- 
portance of studying and learn- 
ing and then stop and re-em- 
phasize it to ourselves. 
Thinking still further then, 
we realize that Clemson's life is 
one ever-filled with traditions. 
Knowing this and realizng just 
how much this means to us, we 
want the freshman to have the 
same feeling. His first link with 
our tradition is the yearly 
ritual of the shaving of the 
heads. 
For the grls—well, we think 
perhaps they should be required 
to wear "rat" hats as long as 
the boys. After all, this tradi- 
tion thing is for the Clemson 
man and woman. 
Both boy and girl can look 
forward to fabulous dance 
weekends, beating the drum, 
long afternoon labs and cheer- 
ing in the dining hall. And they 
will probably drink more coffee 
around quiz and exam time 
than they ever had before! 
How can we tell the freshman 
how much it means to us? Be- 
cause it's different in each of 
us, we can only encourage him 
to enter into Clemson life and 
find out for himself how great 
it is. 
What else is Clemson? It ^ 
people. Many, many people 
from varying localities and 
with varying ambitions. Some 
are leaders; some are not. No 
boy or girl is insignificant, how- 
ever, because each one is a 
Clemson student and Clemson 
students tend to stick together 
as such. 
Some of the most valued 
friendship one will ever make 
will be born right here. Think- 
ing of that, one realizes some- 
thing else the "Rats" have to 
look forward too. 
These three things—education 
and learning, tradition and fun, 
people and friendships—stand 
out  in  our years  at  Clemson 
along with many little personal 
things. We now see what the 
class of '63 has in store. Let's 
give them a big welcome—they 
have such a fabulous Clemson 
time ahead of them. 
On behalf of other coeds, this 
writer wishes to publicly thank 
Miss Barbara Able, former 
Clemson coed, for her timely 
Letter to Tom last week. She 
aptly expressed the feelings that 
many a coed has had. To be 
treated as a person, not just a 
husband hunter, but getting an 
education and meeting people 
. and having fun—this is the co- 
ed's wish. 
We girls realize, however, 
that we must do our part. As 
the boys accept us more and 
more readily into their activi- 
ties and campus life, we must be 
willing to support these activi- 
ties and contribute our time 
and talents to them. If we don't 
let the boys down, they certain- 
ly won't let us down. 
Miss Able also mentioned 
another coed problem, the "if 
you smile you are a flirt, if you 
don't, you're a snob" problem. 
A certain boy once told this 
writer that it's better to go 
ahead and speak and smile. 
A boy can usually tell whether 
you're sincere or whether you're 
flirting. Girls can take that for 
what it is worth. We personally 
are inclined to think this is a 
reasonable point of view. 
One word more—unnecessary, 
I hope, but just for the record 
—behavior becomng a lady will 
be returned with behavior be- 
coming a gentleman. And vice 
versa. 
LET'S TALK IT OVER 
Necessary First Step Must Be Taken 
Before Life's Values Are Obtainable 
By BOB CLARK 
This is the time of year when 
we all make resolutions to the 
tune of. .. . "This year I'm go- 
ing to do better; I really plan to 
study this semester." How fa- 
miliar these words sound to all 
of us. If only they were true. 
Most of us will dig in the first 
couple of weeks until the nov- 
elty wears off; then we will be 
in the same rut as in previous 
semesters. We all ought to en- 
deavor to bear down more and 
realize our main reason for be- 
inge here. 
Ther e is 
| a tremendous 
slack of initia- 
|tive on the 
scampus. It 
■seems as if 
jsome of us are 
I afraid to as- 
Isert ourselves 
llest we be de- 
[rided. The ob- 
Jject of our be- 
ting here is to 
obtain an education. If there is 
something of value missing in 
lives, it is because we are often- 
times afraid to take the first 
step necessary in obtaining it. 
Many times on Clemson's 
campus, the students tend to 
become parrots, so to speak. 
They take for granted that 
which they are told, be- 
cause they are afraid to dis- 
agree. 
Conditions are never so per- 
fect that they cannot be im- 
proved,   and   it   is   primarily 
through you the students that 
steps are taken to alter pre- 
vailing conditions. 
So ofen this writer has heard 
various students mention. . . . 
"What this college needs is so 
and so; I sure do wish such and 
such were different". . . . Well, 
just wishing that conditions 
were different will never make 
them so. 
We should all try to erase the 
apathy which exists here at 
Clemson in order to make this 
a better institution of higher 
learning. 
For many of us returning this 
year will be our final year here 
at Clemson. The changes and 
improvements that have occur- 
red in this writer's stay at Clem- 
son have been many. We have 
seen two large buildings erected 
to provide better housing for 
our expanding engineering and 
architectural facilities. 
We have witnessed an addi- 
tion to the stadium of approxi- 
mately 20,000 more seats to ac- 
commodate the ever-increasing 
sports enthusiasts which flock 
to see Clemson's ever-imporv- 
ing football team. The calibre of 
Clemson's athletic program has 
improved yearly. 
A growing emphasis on the 
liberal arts has been effected 
during the last three years, and 
to accompany this, Clemson's 
arts and sciences department 
has improved considerably. 
This, improvement in liberal 
arts has accompanied a much 
faster  growth  in   the  size   of 
Clemson's engineering schools 
and facilities. The enrollment at 
Clemson has sprung from 3300 
in 1956 to the present 4000. 
This is arii almost 30% In- 
crease in just three years, to 
give you some idea of Clem- 
son's rapid growth. 
New dormitories are presently 
being constructed to provide 
housing for the new influx. 
Practically all liveable spaces 
are being untilized now to ac- 
commodate this year's enroll- 
ment. 
Plans are under way to con- 
struct a much-needed physics 
building in the very near fu- 
ture. Needless to say, this will 
prove quite an asset to Clem- 
son's educational prestige. 
In all this building boom, one 
sore thumb stands out: the li- 
brary. Clemson's library, so out- 
dated and under stocked, de- 
tracts from our educational 
prestige. Schools much smaller 
than Clemson in enrollment 
have better libraries. 
Dr. Edwards, in his speech to 
the faculty the other day, 
recommended that samething 
be done soon to remedy this de- 
ficiency. We are in complete 
agreement with Dr. Edwards' 
plans for a new and better 
stocked library. Clemson should 
be ranked much higher among 
schools its size in Iterary facili- 
ties. 
It is our hope that the admin- 
istrators and legislators will 
agree with us and act accord- 
ingly. 
ONE MAN'S OPINION 
Campus Has No Room 
For Destruction Of 
Property, Vandalism 
By RICHARD SHICK 
Tiger Associate Editor 
Clemson spirit is a tradition that has stood out 
among American Colleges and Universities for the past 
half century. I am not at this time, however, going 
into a discussion of the continuance or the lack of this 
spirit at Clemson, for I feel that everyone has already 
proven that Clemson is first. 
I would like to say something about the extent 
given the meaning of this word in the 
past. Destruction of property and van- 
dalism have never, and will never he 
spoken of at the same time that one is 
discussing spirit.' 
Let me emphasize that these two 
juvenile expressions will only bring dis- . 
grace to Clemson. Clemson spirit was 
never built upon this basis. In the past several hun- 
dred dollars of damage has been done every fall by a 
few individuals who believed that this was the only 
method in which they could express their f eelings. 
Would it not have been better if they would have 
tried to fire up the football team with an impromptued 
pep rally instead? Our football team is the team that 
needs to have a flame ignited under them instead of 
the opposing team. 
Also, last year the State Legislature passed a law, 
which a few disobeyed and therefore had to suffer the 
consequences, which said in essence that anyone found ( 
on the campus of another school with the primary in- 
tent of property destruction and vandalism will be 
immediately expelled from school. 
The preceding'few paragraphs are not meant as a 
complaint, but rather as a reminder to upperclassmen 
and as a piece of vital information for "rats." Let's 
strive to keep Clemson on top, both in spirit and honor. 
Chances In Driving Won't- Pay .. . 
Don't Tempt Fate 
Last year we were saddened by the loss of four 
Clemson students due to automobile accidents. 
This year that number may be lessened due to the fact 
that the freshmen will not be allowed to have cars on 
campus because of the lack of facilities. 
However, there will still be some 1500 automobiles 
registered by Clemson students. The majority of these 
will be on the highways on weekends and over the holi- 
days. Last year Easter was the first holiday that a 
Clemson student did not meet with death on the 
highways. t 
Following these tragic holidays WSBF, Clemson's 
radio station, ran a 66 hour marathon on highway 
safety. Over the Easter holidays there were no fatal- 
ities in which Clemson students were involved. Our 
salute to WSBF and the students on their safe driving 
during the holidays. 
But this is a new year, without a marathon, with- 
out the fresh memory of last year's tragedies. Please, 
let's not repeat last year. Let's make safe driving a, 
daily, not a once a year habit. Don't take chances driv- 
ing, they don't pay off. A few minutes more or less 
won't matter. 
Attitudes Toward Coeds 
Stem From Traditions 
Last week a former coed Barbara Able touched on 
one of the most perplexing conditions at Clemson, that 
of the attitude between Clemson Men and Clemson, 
Coeds. When Clemson went off the military system 
in 1955, it became apparent that it would take time 
before Coeds would be readily accepted. 
I believe that that time has approached now that. 
the older military generation has graduated.  But there >. 
still remains the barrier of the superior feeling of the 
Clemson male and his reluctance to give up any of this 
superiority to such a few Coeds. 
"To such a few coeds" leads us to the solution of 
perhaps breaking down this last barrier. But when 
we look toward Columbia for a bill appropriating the 
necessary finances for facilities for female students, we 
find that the political machine in the State Capitol 
returns a bill with the necessary appropriations, only 
to attach a clause saying that this money will be used 
only for the erection of male dormitories. 
When will this political machine break down and 
realize that Clemson is a growing institution and wants 
female dormitories! Why should a minority opinion 
120 miles away rule over a majority? 
Tradition has Clemson as an all male educational > 
institution—but that was during the military system. 
I  have nothing  personal against Clemson's military 
system for it was abolished before I knew Clemson 
existed. 
When the old traditional all-male Clemson and the 
political machine in Columbia are broken, then the 
Clemson Coed will become a true integral part of Clem- 
son—not meaning at this point to say that they are not 
now. But there is still an even higher goal that can* 
be reached when the ratio more closely approaches 
equality. 
I would like to commend the coeds for their pro- 
gress despite the many obstacles in their way. I am 
sure that I feel as many others do that they are one of 
the bright spots on the campus. 
Various Positions Open 
To Interested Students 
Many believe that The Tiger is a fraternity type 
organization which requires a pledgeship in order to 
become a member. This is not true because our door* 
have and always will be open to anyone who expresses 
a desire to work on the staff. 
There are many positions for anyone who corner 
up ranging from writing feature and news to selling 
ads to the various local stores. 
As I said before the positions are varied and every- 
one is welcome to come up any Monday or Tuesday 
night to talk to anyone up here about a position. 
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THE RECORD PRESS 
Albums Show Wealth Of Jazz 
Campus Character 
By HERBERT ROWLAND 
Tiger  Special  Writer 
With the coming of a new 
school year, interest is once again 
directed toward music of all 
lauds, and consequently record- 
in "S. 
?here is at present more record- 
ed music available to more peo- 
ple than ever before, therefore it 
will be impossible to cover every 
Plium that is released, but as 
cose a coverage as possible will 
b ■-• made. 
Many companies specialize in 
Dr. Dean Named 
To Position On 
Research Staff 
Dr. Lyman A. Dean was ap- 
pointed a membtr of a special 
staff for the First International 
Training Course on Radioisotope 
Techniques in Agricultural Re- 
search. 
Dr. Dean, a U. S. D. A. soil 
scientists of the Clemson Depart- 
ment of Agronomy and Soils at- 
tended this training course which 
was held at Cornell University 
from July 20 to Sept. 10. 
While in attendance Dr. Dean 
lectured on the radioisotopes in 
plant physiology and soil chemis- 
try. He assisted panel discussions 
on soil-plant relationships and the 
use of radiation for crop im- 
provement. 
During the past year Dr. 
Dean has done research with 
radioisotopes in an effort to 
measure the effect of soil 
moisture on plant food intake 
from the soil. At this train- 
ing course Dr. Dean demon- 
strated some of the special 
techniques which came out of 
his research here. 
Eighteen foreign countries were 
represented in this international 
training course which was jointly 
sponsored by the Food and Agri- 
cultural Organization of the 
United Nations, and tfoe Inter- 
national Atomic Enerey Agency. 
turning out records that sell for 
considerably less than the normal 
pieces to which we are accustom- 
ed, but often these are of inferior 
quality or by an unknown artist. 
Covers Major Disks 
There are, of course, exceptions 
to this rule, but generally it is 
more economical in the long run 
to buy high quality recordings by 
reputable companies. Taking this 
outlook, we will choose the great 
majority of our reviews from ma- 
jor company releases. 
Turning now to a few of the 
best current releases from the 
leading producers of recorded mu- 
sic, we find all of these albums 
available in both monaural and 
stereophonic versions. 
Especially stunning in stero, 
but still an excellent recording 
in monaural hi-fi, is Les Elgart 
On Tour, Columbia CS 8103. 
Elgart's latest for Columbia 
contains twelve of the most pop- 
ular standards played on his 
tours of the country. 
The ever-popular Elgart style is 
at its best in such selections as 
"Indian Summer," "Whispering" 
and "That Old Black Magic." For 
those who enjoy the thrill of an 
"in person" performance, this al- 
bum is a must. 
Capitol Releases 
The folks at Capitol have, in re- 
cent weeks, released a host of ex- 
cellent albums. These are stand- 
outs not only in quality of sound, 
but in content, too. 
The Kingston Trio At Large, 
Capitol ST 1199, carries on the 
tradition established with past al- 
bums by featuring the selections 
"M.T.A.," "Blow Ye Winds" and 
"Scarlet Ribbons." Each is done 
with the charm and excitement 
that only the Trio can create. 
On the jazz scene, also from 
Capitol, are two supurb albums 
June Cristy Recalls Those Ken- 
ton Days, ST 1202, and Shearing 
On Stage, ST 1187. 
June is backed by the smooth 
orchestrations of Pete Rugolo as 
she re-interprets favorite songs 
from the years she spent as vo- 
calist with the Stan Kenton Or- 
Clemson Receives 
Rockefeller Grant 
For Weather Study 
The Rockefeller Foundation has 
awarded a 3500 dollar grant to 
Clemson entomologists for re- 
search dealing with insect control 
by weather. 
This grant will provide equip- 
ment which will show weather's 
effect on insects caught in a stan- 
dard light trap. Dr. Edwin W. 
King, associate professor of en- 
tomology, relates that as many 
as 30,000 insects have been caught 
in South Carolina in one night. 
The grant, along with funds 
provided by the South Carolina 
Experiment Station, will main- 
tain two weather stations — at 
Clemson and in Florence. 
Two new additions for this in- 
sect research are a temperature 
gradiant chamber designed by 
Robert Riley, graduate student 
from New York, and a light me- 
ter for measuring "black light." 
With this new light meter Dr. 
King expects work to progress 
greatly. 
chestra. 
Included in this album are the 
numbers "Willow Weep For Me," 
"A Hundred Years from Today" 
and "How High the Moon," all in 
vivid stereo and the inimitable 
Cristy style. 
Recorded Live 
The brilliant stylings of George 
Shearing were never better than 
in this latest album, his first live- 
concert recording. In Shearing On 
Stage, audience sounds are some- 
what distracting, especially in the 
stereo version of this record, but 
this can be overlooked in the face 
! of such favorites as "September 
in the Rain," "East of the Sun" 
and "I'll Remember April," all 
captured at their concert best. 
Since this column was devoted 
entirely to a discussion of swing 
or jazz albums, • next week will 
primarily deal with the latest 
classical and popular releases. 
Until then, good listening. 
IN THE COLLEGIATE FASHION 
Season's Newest In Attire 
Features Continental Style 
By FRED BISHOP ; 
Tiger Staff Writer 
With the advent of a new 
school year there is also a change 
in collegiate fashion, and with fall 
and winter approaching one's at- 
tention is drawn to the new at- 
tire for this season. 
Continental Style Popular 
Apparently, the continental style 
is making it's way into the tradi- 
tional styles. This can be seen in 
the new style in coats, suits and 
trousers. 
There is only a slight inroad in- 
to the traditional by the con- 
tinental in the coats, in that the 
pockets have a slant cut. Also 
new with the suits is the vest, 
which in some cases have slanted 
pockets. 
This new fashion has had its 
greatest impact on the trousers. 
Here the beltless style is typi- 
cal'of the leisurely Europeans. 
Bach again in a small way is 
the traditional buckle. 
All of these changes are rather 
small, but only time will tell how 
far the continental style will pro- 
gress into the traditional fash- 
ions. 
Sweaters Interesting 
A rather interesting fashion 
note are two new sweaters manu- 
factured by Bud Berma. One is 
with the shawl collar called the 
"Clemson;" the other has a boat 
neck collar and it is called the 
"Tiger." 
Speaking of sweaters, it is in- 
teresting to note the many new 
styles. There are the boat neck, 
the many varaitions of the 
shawl type, and of course the 
traditional crew neck, but the 
difference are not only in the 
collar. 
The pullover and the cardigan 
in new fabrics and knits, have 
their own distinct pattern. All of 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Roberts, Student Body President, Possesses Congeniality 
By FRED BISHOP 
Tiger Feature Writer 
What sort of person does one 
expect when he is introduced to 
the President of the Student Body: 
Well. I don't know what you would 
say. but I'll tell you about Clem- 
son's president, Franklin "Boo- 
tie" Roberts, a native of Ches- 
ter. 
One expects many qualities, but 
we must remember he is a stu- 
dent the same as anyone else at 
Clemson. "Bootie" is a very con- 
genial person, yet has the air of 
responsibility that one must have 
when attaining his position. 
'     Dispels Uneasiness 
He acts very natural which 
helps tc dispel any uneasiness 
one might have when introduced. 
He wishes to become known and 
to know as many of the students 
he is serving as possible. 
"Bootie," who is majoring in 
Electrical Engineering, came to 
Clemson, because it offered the 
WORLD SCOPE 
Feature News For 
Clemson Students 
By RUSS CAMPBELL 
Tiger Special Features 
The World Scene will be a regular feature of The 
Tiger in which this writer will evaluate all news of 
international scope in a capsule report. This report will 
stress the diplomatic bearing and how such news effects 
the Clemson student. 
The 1959-60 news year has already given indication 
of becoming one of the most important years in interna- 
tional history. The coming days and months should 
prove to contain outstanding events in diplomatic and 
months of scientific achievements. 
After the visit of Soviet Premier Nikita Khrush- 
chev to the United States this week we may enjoy 
anew feeling of peace in the cold war with Russia. 
The swapping of visits by the leads of the United 
States and Russia could be a diplomatic milestone 
on the road to peace. 
The Russian success of their moon shot is already a 
scientific first. The total effects of this probe into outer 
space will not be known for some time. 
Prime Minister Nehru of India and his theory of 
balance of power of East against West may come to test 
within the next 12 months. 
From Peiping the Red Chinese Premier Chou Enlai 
will undoutedly dominate his share of the international 
spotlight as he fights for recognition of his satellite 
country. How long Red China and India will live in 
"peaceful coexistence" may be answered shortly. 
Even great men of arts may make the diplo- 
matic scene. There could well be another Boris 
Pasternack, winner of the 1958 Nobel Prize for liter- 
ature for "Doctor Zhivago" spawned in the Com- 
munist oppressed countries. 
Next week this column will begin in its regular 
scope of round the world condensation of international 
news for the Clemson Man. 
Bowling Alley Opens For First Time This Week; 
Tiger Bowl Will House Intamural Competition 
Sigma Tau Epsilon Announces New 
Officers Elected For Year 1959-1960 
Members of Sigma Tau Epsilon 
elected Robert N. Clark presi- 
dent for this year at a meeting 
last semester. Bob is an Applied 
Mathematics senior from Char- 
leston. 
Bill Dukes of Greenville, a Phy- 
sics major, was selected as the 
vice-president. Serving as secre- 
tary will be Rudy Jones of Dillon, 
a senior majoring in Physics. 
Keith Campbell, Chemistry ma- 
jor from Honea Path, was elected 
treasurer. 
The society is the Arts and 
Sciences  honorary fraternity. 
Only  junior and seniors ma- 
joring in a curriculum under 
the School  of Arts  and  Sci- 
ences and with a grade point 
ratio of 2.7 or above are elig- 
ible for membership. 
Sigma Tau Epsilon has present- 
ed a series of lecturers for the 
entire student body during   the 
past few years. It also sponsors 
the Sigma Tau Epsilon     award, 
presented each year to the soph- 
more with the highest cumulative 
grade point ratio in the School of 
Arts and Sciences. 
Now Open-TIGER GRILL 
—ON— 
BOSCOBEL HILL 
Open Friday and Saturday Nights 
5 P. M. TIL MIDNIGHT 
By FRED BISHOP 
Tiger Staff Writer 
A new bowling alley, located 
next door to Abbott's Men Shop, 
has been built by the Town and 
Country Athletic Club Corpora- 
tion. The bowling alley will be 
called the Tiger Bowl. Managing 
its operations will be Chuck and 
Jim Lollis. Chuck is a Freshman 
here  at Clemson. 
Chuck, who was recently in the 
Army, said "The reason we want- 
ed to call it the Tiger Bowl is 
because Clemson has played in so 
many bowls, so we thought Clem- 
son ought to have its own bowl." 
Recognize Need 
"We recognize the need for a 
recreational activity, like bowling, 
for not only the students but for 
the town of Clemson itself." 
The construction of the 
eight lanes is of select maple 
and pine. The pinsetters arc 
the new AMF automatic pin 
spotter system. The bowling 
balls weigh from ten to six- 
teen pounds. 
"The bowling balls come from 
the back at an initial speed of 37 
miles per hour and the lanes 
are built so that they are level 
with not more than a 20,000th of 
an inch variation", said Chuck 
Lollis. 
The new alley can accommo- 
date eight teams of five peo- 
ple, and there is ample room 
for those who wish to be 
spectators. Work is in' pro- 
gress with the athletic as- 
sociation for setting up in- 
tramural teams. 
There will be a special student 
rate of forty cents and bowling 
shoes may be rented for fifteen 
cents. The average length of a 
game is ten minutes. "There will 
be open, league, and intramural 
bowling." 
Offers Bond 
The makers of Natnast shii'ts 
will give a 1000 dollar bond to 
anyone wearing a Natnast shirt 
and bowling a perfect score of 
300 points. The Tiger Bowl is 
sanctioned by the American Bowl- 
ing Commission and all scores are 
kept on record. 
"Bowling is rapidly becom- 
ing a favorite college sport." 
In some areas of the nation, 
there is competition between 
colleges, just like one would 
find in golf or tennis. The Uni- 
versity of Michigan  recently 
To Be Displayed In Gallery 
Exhibition Of Photographs 
Professor Robert Hunter an- 
nounces that an "unusual photo- 
graphic exhibition" will be open 
to the public weekdays, 9 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. this week, through 
September 28. in the School of 
Architecture Gallery at Clemson 
College. 
The 24-labeled panels compris- 
ing the exhibit include exterior 
views of private homes, public 
buildings, and business properties. 
Mr. Dan Kiley, who maintains 
landscaping offices and home in 
Charlotte, Vt., explores the use of 
lawns, shrubs and trees in his 
work — as "integral parts of the 
structures rather than as artifi- 
cial adornments." 
The   featured   artist   prefers 
cities in which parks and build- 
ings   are   interwoven.    "Land- 
scaping," he says, "should en- 
deavor to develop the warmth 
inherent in nature  and in the 
site rather than  superficially 
embellish a space." 
Sites being shewn here are the 
Union   Carbide   Corp.,   Colorado 
Springs; Rockfeller Institute, N. 
Y.:  I. B. M., Poughkeepsie, N. 
Y.;  Concordia Lutheran College, 
Fort Wayne, ind. and the propos- 
ed plan for a Jefferson Memorial 
Competition in St. Louis, Mo. 
The Kiley exhibit is on exhi- 
bition tour of art institutions 
and universities through 1961 
under the auspices of The 
American Federation of Arts. 
Sponsoring the September pre- 
sentation is the Clemson Ar- 
chitectural Foundation. 
The second exhibit of " Student 
Architectural Designs" at Clem- 
son was put on display from May 
25 through June 9 last semester. 
The feature work of the year 
was  a Fifth Year  Town Plan 
for Pendleton,   South  Carolina. 
Along with this Town Plan de- 
signed by the  1959 graduating 
students  in  the  School  of  Ar- 
chitecture was a series of the- 
ses in model and presentation 
drawings: 
The exhibit displayed specific 
problems relating to the proposed, 
Pendleton Town Plan. It includ- 
ed a new High School, Methodist 
church, a residence beside a man- 
made lake within the city limits, 
a travel trailer factory, a movie 
theater, a civic center area, a 
guest house for a prominent citi- 
zen, a portable speaker's platform 
to be used in the town square 
and various studies of stores in 
the shopping center. 
installed a 24 lane bowling al- 
ley.. 
The Tiger Bowl should be in 
operation by this weekend. The 
hours are tentatively scheduled 
from three to 12 p. m., but they 
can be changed if demand neces- 
sitates. 
"We would like for all the stud 
ents to come and try bowling. 
One does not have to worry if 
he has never played for it is easy 
to learn. Bowling is an enter- 
taining and healthy sport." 
friendly atmosphere and edu- 
cational opportunities that he 
found lacking on other campus- 
es he had visited. 
He has been active in social 
and military activities. He is a 
member of Blue Key, the Tiger 
Brotherhood, Executive Sergeants, 
Arnold Air Society and is the 
Air Force ROTC Cadet Colonel 
this year. He was also a mem- 
ber of the Pershing Rifles. 
Frat Question Studied 
On the fraternity question, there 
has been some progress but a 
study is being made of the dif- 
ferent organizatons on campus 
which would be acceptable to 
membershp in the national fra- 
ternities. 
"We should have fraternities 
within five years, and I believe 
that when they do come they 
will be a lefinite advantage 
not only for the students, but 
for gaining national prestige 
for the schocl. 
Fraternities, among other things 
are the products of a growing 
college with progressive ideas, 
and one coulc not ask for a more 
Freshmen Adapt To The 
'College* Phase Of Life 
By JIM  TORGESON 
Tiger Feature Writer 
Upon completing matriculation 
and orientation the freshmen 
have found themselves entering a 
completely new phase of" life. 
Once mighty seniors, they must 
again start at the bottom of the 
ladder and work upward. Having 
much tG look forward to, their 
goals can be accomplished only 
by hard work. 
Dorn Life Differs 
Living in dormitories is very 
different from what many of 
them are used to. Now they must 
depend on themselves to wake up 
on time, make their own beds, 
and hang up clothes. Many have 
made new friends and some have 
found old friends here also. 
Clemson traditions are new 
and are carefully being taken 
stock of. Several have looked 
into mirrors and wondered 
whose bald head is staring back 
at them. Some have considered 
their rat hats a blessing, with 
out   which   their   poor   naked . 
heads would certainly freeze. 
Many of the rats have gotten 
wonderful workouts these last few 
days. Carrying trunks and bag- 
gage lor upper classmen has done 
wonders for their physiques. 
Cheer for Meals 
Meals in the dining halls are 
eagerly looked forward to by hun- 
gry rats. After several hasty 
bites, hearty cheers must be given 
in order to eat again. Besides 
boosting school spirit the cheers 
also help build healthy appetites. 
Rats find that there are many 
excellent ways to spend their 
spare time. The facilities at the 
Y.M.C.A. accommodate many 
tastes, while the college lounge 
offers television and magazines 
in air-conditioned comfort. 
All in all, many have stated 
that so far they are throughly 
enjoying themselves. Good spir- 
it has been acknowledged and 
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capable man than Dr. 
to lead us in its growth. 
Dining Times Changed 
Among the changes we have 
now, are the new breakfast and 
supper hours. The 6:15 supper 
hour will enable the drill period 
to be two hours in length and 
only once a week. This will also 
give the different organizations 
time to have meetings before sup- 
per. 
Another is the rule forbiding 
Freshmen or anyone with a 
Freshman classification to 
have an automobile. "This will 
probably have some drawbacks 
but those can be worked out 
and the purpose of the rule will 
gain more satisfaction. 
"This rule is for the benefit of 
those students who actually need 
its enforcement. Most certainly 
it will not render a 100 per cent 
effect, but if it is only partially 
Edwards effective then it has proved its 
worth." 
These adjustments are all a part 
of the growing pains Clemson is 
experiencing, and it has to be 
worked out. "It is only through 
the whole-hearted support and 
work of the entire student body 
that Clemson may solve its prob- 
lems." 
"I believe one of the most im- 
portant thing a Freshman must 
remember when he enters any 
college is to remember why he is 
here and what his parents are 
sacrificing to send him here." 
"Work, and when you have done 
an amount that is sufficient and 
satisfactory, then put some time 
in some of the many college ac- 
tivities. They need your support, 
but you can't do them much good 
if you have to leave due to insuf- 
ficient grades." 
After graduating, Bootie plans 
to make a career of the Air 
Force. He wants to help you, the 
students, in any way he can. 
LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS 
'-IN ADDITION TO PE6ULAR TEACHING A^VJNMgNT^ — ALU 
FACULTY MEM&ER3 HSB ZWZtfZQ TO &CH40Z A O-tsW." 
panyihg fun. Clemson upper 
classmen have reminded the 
rats that Clemson traditions are 
all deep-rooted and must be up- 
held. Rats are realizing that 
they are now an important part 
of Ciemson. 
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as runner-up in 
Atlantic Coast 
Conference 
In this week's Saturday 
Evening Post, Fred Russell 
once again looks over the 
pack and predicts the win- 
ners in 1959 college football. 
His choice for the number 
two spot in the Atlantic Coast 
Conference? Clemson! 
Fred tells who he thinks will 
beat out Clemson for the 
Conference crown. How high 
he thinks the Tigers will 
rank in the nation. How 
Clemson is dangerously shal- 
low at fullback, but has ex- 
ceptional quarterbacks in 
Harvey White and Lowndes 
Shingler, two of twenty- 
three returning lettermen. 
You'll get the lowdown on 
everything that's happening 
in college football this year 
in Fred Russell's "Pigskin 
Preview" — in this week's 
Saturday Evening Post. 
Get Your Copy Today — 
Wherever Magazines 
Are Sold! 
The Saturday Evening 
POST 
September 12. 1«>59 
A CURTIS MAGAZINE 
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ByJOEDEMPSEY 
Tiger Co-Sports Editor 
Upperclassmen Can Help Rats 
Last week's column was devoted mainly to the task 
[of welcoming a record number of rhodents to our cam- 
Ipus. This week we want to extend a special welcome 
|to our upperclassmen. 
Upon coming back to Clemson, you upperclassmen 
If ace a stiff challenge, that of molding this year's rats 
linto true Tigers. You as upperclassmen must set out- 
standing examples. 
This year's crop of freshmen have thus far dis- 
played great spirit, and with the help of all you 
sophs, juniors and seniors,  we  believe  they will 
develop into one of the best freshman classes ever. 
Spirit is very important in athletics.    It brings up 
the morale of the team, sometimes meaning the differ- 
ence between winning or losing.   The right kind of spirit 
at athletic events builds discipline, and discipline breeds 
|intellect and character.   This is the true purpose of our 
ithletic program. 
Hie key Takes Post At UNC 
The summer the sports world was shocked by the 
leath of one of the greatest coaches of all time, Jim 
Datum. Sunny Jim contributed much to the ACC and 
football in general. The football picture at North Caro- 
lina had been very rosy until the death of the man the 
^layers at UNC looked up to so greatly, but suddenly the 
Picture became cloudy. 
Jim Hickey, who had posted a great record at 
Hampden-Sydney, was named successor to Tatum. 
Hickey faces the task of meeting the Clemson Tigers 
in his first game as head coach, and many people 
are predicting this to be the game that will decide 
the ACC championship. Hickey and his team will 
not have Tatum with them in body, but his spirit 
will be in their corner. We believe the Tars will 
really be out to win this one for Tatum, but we fore- 
see a quick Tiger touchdown which will break the 
Tars apart. 
Tigers Rated High 
This year's football season is shaping up as a very 
Interesting and unpredictable one.   Last year the LSU 
Tigers were rated number one at the end of the year by 
Jveryone, but most experts rate them anywhere from 
|ifth to tenth this year.   The Clemson Tigers, the team 
lat played the great Bayou Bengals such a great game 
last year's Sugar Bowl, are being rated from tenth 
eighteenth.   The only other team in the ACC besides 
Clemson that is given a high rating is UNC.   Many rate 
le Tars in the top three in the nation, so a victory for 
le Tigs would help considerably. 
Last year about this same time there was plenty of 
Ixcitement about our new animated scoreboard, the first 
|f its type in the country. This board featured a large 
figer that was supposed to wag its tail and roar when 
ie Tigers scored. We have all witnessed much wagging 
|f the tail, but we have as yet to hear a roar. Wonder 
/hat happened to the Tiger's growl? 
Date Tickets Are Available 
Tickets for all Clemson home games will be sold 
on the Loggia in the same procedure as they were 
last year.   Under this system, seniors will pick up 
their tickets on the preceding Monday, the juniors 
on Tuesday, the sophomores on Wednesday, and the 
freshmen on Thursday. 
Season date tickets can also be picked up at this time 
the Loggia.   You must bring your date ticket with 
lou when you pick up your ticket in order to pick up 
j ticket for your date.   The price of date tickets is ten 
lollars.   No tickets can be gotten at the field house for 
lou or your date.   They must be obtained on the Loggia 
pen they are selling student tickets. 
The question that most ACC coaches this year are 
sking each other is—How many transfers do you have? 
[7e are proud that our head coach, Frank Howard, can 
ay that all of the members of the Tiger team are home 
|oys. There is not a transfer listed on the roster. One 
(Continued on page 5) 
All-American Pick Cordileone To Make Strong 
Bid Fot AU-American Team 
Shown above, "Big Mama," Clemson's Lou Cordileone shows 
hard charging form which has made him pre-season pick to 
many All-American teams. Lou will carry much weight in 
the success of the Tiger attack this fall. 
Strong Cub Eleven 
To Open With Deacs 
Under the supervision of coaches "Goat" McMillan 
and "Whitey" Jordan, the Clemson Cubs are developing 
into a strong unit. 
The Cubs will open their season on September 25 
against the Wake Forest freshmen at Winston-Salem. 
Joe Anderson, another Green 
wood product, leads the fresh- 
man attack as the signal caller. 
Quarterback Anderson partici- 
pated in the annual Carolina 
Shrine Bowl at Charlotte last 
year, along with four other prob- 
able starters on the freshman 
squad. 
Big Bill McGuirt ol Lancaster, 
another Shrine Bowl standout, 
will be the starting; fullback. 
Mack Matthews of Lincoln, Geor- 
gia, and Mackey Blancett of 
Summerfield, will round out the 
probable starting backfield. 
Blancett also played in the Shrine 
Bowl. 
To round out the live Shrine 
players are linemen Clark Gas- 
ton of Greenville and Colman 
Glaze of St. Andrews. Gaston, 
who was a tackle as a member of 
the Greenville High team and 
Shrine team, has been switched 
to guard. Billy Weaver has the 
other guard position. 
Autrey Dotherow of Chapman 
is now holding the first unit cen- 
ter position. David Hynes of At- 
lanta and Don Chuy of Pennsyl- 
vania are now holding the tackle 
slots. Bohonak, another Penn- 
sylvania product, and Glaze are 
making their strong bids at the 
end slots. 
Behind Dotherow at center is 
Lilly and Ault and Stevens, Hub- 
bard, and Childers are adding a 
UNC Tickets May 
Be Bought At Game 
The Athletic Dept. announ- 
ced today that all the tickets 
sent to Clemson for the North 
Carolina-Clemson games have 
been sold out. However, this 
does not mean that students 
cannot get tickets now.    . 
Any students wishing to go to 
the game should go ahead to 
Chapel Hill where they may 
pick up tickets at gate num- 
ber 2, Keenan Stadium. These 
tickets will be located in the 
student section. Gametime will 
be at 2:00 p.m. 
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little depth to the guard position. 
The tackle slot is maybe one of 
the strongest on the team, as 
Hynes and Chuy are backed up 
by such players as Bell, Whitte- 
more, Putt, Hooker, and Patter- 
son, Brannon and Case are mak- 
ing strong bids at the end slots. 
Renwick follows Anderson at 
quarterback. Thomas, Gabrels, 
and Lam are at halfbacks, and 
Bonnett and Smith are behind 
McGuirt at fullback. 
The Cubs will have two home 
games this season. They will play 
host to the Georgia freshman 
squad on October second and host 
to the Georgia Tech frosh on Oc- 
tober thirtieth. Other than play- 
ing Wake Forest, the Clemson 
frosh will play South Carolina on 
the night before the Big Thurs- 
day tilt and North Carolina State 
on November sixth. 
Last year's Cubs compiled a 
good record, with their best 
showing in downing the Biddies 
of South Carolina. They lost a 
tough one to the University of 
Georgia in the finals seconds, 
2-0. 
By BILL ANDERSON 
Tiger Sportswriter 
Clemson could have in its pow- 
erful forward wall the player of 
the year of the Atlantic Coast 
Conference. Lou Cordileone, a 
245-pound tackle from Jersey City, 
N. J., has been selected for the 
1959 Stanley Woodward pre-season 
All-America team. He is the only 
Atlantic Coast Conference Player 
picked by Woodward. He was also 
a first team choice of Dell Mag- 
azine and Red Grange. 
Lou has been named to the 
All America second team on two 
others, one of them being that 
compiled by Mel Allen. 
Cordileone came to Clemson 
after offers from between forty 
and fifty other colleges. He was 
a huge fullback at Union City, 
N. J. High School. He first was 
attracted to Auburn, but when 
asked to sign an immediate grant- 
in-aid, he refused. His offers 
included Iowa, Indiana, Southern 
California, Pennsylvania State, 
Florida State, Auburn, and Notre 
Dame. 
Lou was all set to enter Flor- 
ida State when he was in- 
formed that his grades were too 
low. He was contacted by a 
Clemson scout and advised to 
come take the entrance exams. 
Lou admits that he had never 
heard of Clemson. 
He was accepted and entered 
Clemson. At first he was very 
disappointed and dissatisfied in 
college life. He found very little 
social life at Clemson contrary to 
what he had imagined college to 
be. 
Lou left Clemson in between 
semesters and with some friends 
journeyed to Florida in hopes of 
entering Florida State or Miami. 
He soon learned that they would 
not accept him since he was go- 
ing to Clemson. 
His buddies talked him into go- 
ing back to Clemson. He was still 
dissatisfied and his grades were 
low that second semester, so he 
joined the army on the six months 
program. He returned the next 
semester with a clean slate. 
The next year is when Lou be- 
gan- playing football and enjoying 
SWIMMING SCHEDULE 
Dec. 3-Davison  There 
Dec. 5-South Carolina There 
Dec. 11-UNC '  . There 
Dec. 17-N.C. State  _ Here 
Jan. 15-Duke There 
Jan. 16-Wake Forest _. There 
Feb. 4-Vanderbilt  _ Here 
Feb. 6-Maryland ,. .. Here 
Feb. 11-Ga. Tech     .  . _ Here 
Feb. 12-Virginia  Here 
Feb. 17-Emory    There 
life at Clemson. "I am glad now," 
says Lou, "that I didn't leave 
Clemson. I like the people here, 
the students, and my teammates. 
In fact, I have become fond of 
the South." 
He hopes to settle in this part 
of the country someday. He men- 
tions that he had rather settle in 
the South instead of the North, 
which is crowded and push, push, 
push. 
Lou is called many various and 
sundry names by his classmates 
and teammates as well as the 
coaches. The most frequent and 
the best known of these are "Big 
Momma" and "Momma Lou." 
"Momma Lou" became widely 
recognized last year for his re- 
markable agility and speed. His 
line crashing potential became 
very evident early last season 
when he blocked several punts at- 
tempted by Clemson's opponents. 
"Big Momma" has received 
high praise from other teams and 
other coaches. His opponent in the 
Sugar Bowl stated that Lou was 
the toughest yet fairest player he 
had played against. As is evident 
by his numerous recommenda- 
tions for All-American, Lou has 
proved himself a worthy opponent 
in any game. 
This year "Momma Lou" has 
been moved to left tackle at his 
own request. It seems that his 
side of the line was used by 
Clemson's adversaries very little 
after one or two attempts. Lou 
feels that he will get more busi- 
ness on the left side of the Clem- 
son eleven. The right side has be- 
come dull, and Lou is definitely 
not dull. 
"Big Momma" has become the 
morale man of the Tigers. By his 
merry wit and excellent leader- 
ship ability, he seems to boost 
the team into following him. 
Coach Howard has said that he 
could throw the rest of the team 
into a game and depend on "Mom- 
ma Lou" to keep their morale at 
the top. 
Cordileone thinks that Howard 
is one of the greatest coaches he's 
ever seen. He readily admits that 
Howard works you hard, but his 
Tiger Tank Team Is 
Expected To Improve 
Coach Carl McHugh is expect- 
ing a much improved swimming 
team this year with several var- 
sity members returning from last 
season. Leading the Tiger swim- 
mers this fall will be captain Bob 
Petty, a diver, and co-captains, 
William Nickles and Allen El- 
more. Nickles will be competing 
in the breast stroke and Elmore 
is the distance man. 
Coach McHugh would like for 
all eligible upperclassmen who 
are interested in trying out for 
the team to be cosidering in what 
capacity they could best aid the 
Bengal swimmers this year. Coach 
McHugh is also expecting a large 
number  of  freshmen to  be in 
terested in the team. 
More information concerning 
tryouts will be published in next 
week's edition of the Tiger. Ac 
cording to Coach McHugh, "the 
swimming team will be more suc- 
cessful if upperclassmen will try 
to supplement the weak positions 
on the squad. No previous ex- 
perience in actual competition 
will be necessary in order to try 
out for a varsity squad position. 
The varsity squad will be com- 
peting against some of the best 
teams in the South and the sea- 
son will be climaxed by the ACC 
conference meet at Maryland this 
coming February. 
Wash Trousers, pr. $3.98 
Long Sleeve Shirts, each $2.95 
Military Shoes and Sox 
JUDGE  KELLER 
quick wit makes   practice   seem 
almost fun. 
Lou has a girl in Anderson and 
says that he "may get married 
in a year or two." Clemson fans 
can still count on "Momma Lou" 
to be one of the first Tigers to 
haul his tremendous weight down 
field on the kick-off for another 
season though. 
Cross Country Team 
Begins Fall Practice 
The Tiger cinder men have once again turned to the 
long and difficult cross country track to keep them in 
shape and condition for the meets in the outdoor and in- 
door meetings which begin in March and February, 
respectively. 
One of the most important rules for the cross coun- 
try meets is that there be at least five men that are able 
to run the field. This year the Tigers havalost only one 
strong man from the team—Walt Tyler, who was the 
team captain last year. 
This year the Bengals will 
have no trouble with the five 
man rule, because John Dunkle- 
burg, Jim Moorehead, Quincy 
Newman, Bob Ervin, Lannie 
Stover, Victor Borrero, John 
Mathis, and Nixon Dobey are 
there to try and take the lead 
for the Tigers. The first meet 
is a tentative one in Chapel 
Hill with the University of 
North Carolina on October 3. 
John Dunkleburg, who is well 
known for his speed on the track, 
has been chosen as the teams 
captain this season. He had a 
very busy summer this year: af- 
ter ROTC summer camp he went 
to summer school, and just be- 
fore school started he married 
Miss Lou Christenbury of Char- 
lotte, N. C. 
After having been ineligible for 
a year, Jim Moorehead returns to 
the cross country field. Since the 
University of South Carolina has 
lost its speedster in Latham, 
Moorehead should prove to be 
one of the fastest men in the con- 
ferenc in cross country. 
A brother of one of the Tigers' 
former star track man is now 
showing his heels in practice. 
Two years ago Leon Newman 
shown for the Tigers, but this 
year it will be Quincy Newman 
who will shine. Last year he 
tied the indoor track record for 
the 880 yard run. 
Bob Ervin, who could only run 
the indoor meets due to an opera- 
tion, :s one of the two lettermen 
to return to the team. He is join- 
ed by the captain, John Dunkle- 
burg. 
The only foreign student with 
the track team is Victor Borrero 
of Columbia, South America. He, 
Lannie Stover, John Mathis, and 
Nixon Dobey will round out the 
rest of  the  cross country team 
for the Bengals of Clemson. 
Last  year   the  Tigers  were 
able to run away with the state 
cross  country  track meet for 
the state, and they are getting 
in condition now to defend their 
title   by   running  twice   daily 
since the eighth of September— 
once at  8:00  a.m. and again 
at 3:00 p.m. 
This summer Bob Ervin, Jim 
Moorehead, and Victor Burrero 
were on a team formed here in. 
Clemson and ran at the A.A.U. 
meets at Furman this summer. 
This team was composed of these 
college men and some of the boys 
from Daniel High, and they were 
able to bring back the trophies 
from two of the meets. 
The tentative teams the Tigers 
will meet will be the universities 
of North and South Carolina, 
Duke, N. C. State, Wake Forest, 
Furman, and Georgia Tech. Some 
of the men on the opponent' 
team to be watching will be May- 
field of U.S.C., and Juan Brown 
of Furman. The team to beat 
again this year will be Duke Uni- 
versity. 
This year the Tigers have a 
good chance of having some 
Baby Bengals to put in the field 
against other frosh teams. Five 
freshmen have already started 
practicing, so it is not too late 
for any other freshmen who 
are interested. More are need- 
ed so that the Baby Bengals will 
have a chance to meet such 
schools as N. C. State and the 




DIAMONDS - WATCHES - WATCH REPAIR 
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY 
FOUNTAIN PENS 
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Phone 4-5151 102 College Ave. 
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menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too 
HOWMORE 
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Boseballers Begin Rebuilding 
Process As Foil Practice Opens 
Clemson's    defending    NCAA dent won't be able to make the 
team. Coach Wilhelm explained, 
"We have no position that is al- 
ready decided. Last year at this 
time it was pretty obvious who 
ing process. Several key players I would fill each position, but that 
were lost upon graduation after !wgs because we had plenty of 
two brilliant seasons. j quality.    Right   now   we    have 
About sixty students were ex- | plenty of quantity but cannot be 
pected to report to drills, quite a certain of positions." 
District Three and Atlantic Coast 
Conference champions opened 
their fall baseball practice ses- 
sions yesterday as Coach Bill 
Wilhelm began a hopeful rebuild 
contrast to the 30 that reoprted 
on Wilhelm's first coaching year 
only two seasons ago. Both Fresh- 
man and varsity members showed 
up but the latter 
greater number. 
Although practice has already 
Lost from last years team were 
pitcher Harold Stowe, catchers 
Butch Coker and Bob Dempsey, 
1st baseman Fred DeBerry, 
in a much I shortstop Larry Bagwell, 2nd 
baseman Bobby Norris, and out- 
fielder   Doug   Hoffman.   Stowe, j 
become the only player to do so 
at Clemson. 
"Men like these will be hard to 
replace," Wilhelm continued, but 
we will still have some mighty 
fine talent." Returning pitchers 
include Baily Hendley. Dave 
Sprouse, Jimmy Roller and 
Charles Pasqualini. Ty Cline, who 
gets more of his coaches praise 
every day, may see action as a 
pitcher if needed but otherwise 
will be in the outfield. 
Also joining in the practices 
were infielders, Zack Burnette, 
Sam Poe, Clayton Lowder, Tim 
Bryant and Dick Suggs. In the 
outfield   were   Cline   and   Ried 
Tigs Face Tarheels in Opener 
Bengal Starting Units 
A II Set For Carolina 
• ***••••*•••■*■***•*** 
Tiger Co-Captains 
By JIM STEPP 
Tiger Sports Writer 
Coach Fran* rlowara" will 
match his Atlantic Coast Confer- 
ence Champions against a very 
powerful UNC team. The out- 
come of the game might very 
well mean life or death for the 
Tigers as far as conference or 
bowl play is concerned. 
The Tigers have the speed and 
the   ability   to   put   the   Tars   in 
probably the best pitcher Clem- gotten  under  way,   this  by   no 
means, will limit any future try-  son has ever had was described 
outs   of    other   students.    Both by Wilhelm as "one of those play- 
freshman and upperclassmen are j ers that come along only once in j 
welcome to come out and try for  a lifetime". Bagwell was a .300 
the team. Practice will continue 
until mid-October. 
The large number of partici- 
pants does not mean that a stu- 
hitter along with leading the con- 
ference in RBI's while Doug 
Hoffman made all-ACC, all Dis- 




Follow The Tigers 
19—North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
26—Virginia at Charlottesville  
3—Georgia Tech at Atlanta .  
Oct. 10—N. C. State at Clemson (Band Day) 
Oct. 22—South Carolina at Columbia  
Oct. 31—Rice at Houston  








Blakeney. Last years freshman their proper place — face down 
squad is expected to fill in vital in the turf. But without the sup- 
vacancies in the lineup. : port of the Clemson Student Body, 
On   problem,   hampering   the.the Tigs wffl have 
baseballer last year was the field. Iown >™rale. It is up to us, the 
Wilhelm claims that the present; students   of   Clemson   College   to 
field is about two or three nun- be  * 
dred percent better than it was at 
this time last year. There is pre- 
sently   a   good   looking   infield 
which has a good and well laid 
out stand of grass. It will not be 
the  headache  that  it was  last 
season. 
For the past two season's the 
Tigers have come a long way un- 
der Coach Wilhelm. They have 
been ACC and District Three 
champs two years in a row along 
with ranking 5th in the nation 
both times. Much of the season's 
success may depend upon the 
participation and talent found 
this fall. 
guards Larry Wagner and Dave 
Lynn, tackle Harold Olson, and 
center Paul Snyder. 
This year's Tar Heels will have 
a much improved team will plen- 
ty of depth in all positions. Coach 
has undergone a great many 
changes. UNC will be using the 
"lonesome end" offense wiih the 
unbalanced line. The late Jim Ta- 
tum, who started the "lonesome 
end" idea before his death, called 




14—Maryland at Clemson 
(Homecoming)  ^2:00 p.m. 
21—Wake Forest at Clemson 
(Youtth-IPTAY Day)  
28—Furman at Greenville _ 
2:00 p. m. 
..2:00 p.m 
that  will  enable  the  Tigers  to 
triumph over UNC. Let's all get 
behind our team and make sure 
that   Clemson   will   once   again 
emerge conference champions. 
The Tigers will be led by eo- 
captain Harvey White and Paul 
Snyder. The hard rushing back- 
field will have fullback Doug 
Cline,  Halfbacks  George TJsry 
and Bill Mathis, and quarter- 
back Harvey White. The for- 
ward wall of the Tigers will be 
led by All-American Lou Cor- 
dileone at left tackle with the 
rest of line formed by ends San 
Anderson   and   Gary   Barnes, 
the death of Jim Tatum, has tried 
to improve the speed of the usual- 
ly slow Tar Heels. 
Although the Tar Heels have 
always had an over abundance of 
fine punters, they have not been 
able to cover punts properly. Hic- 
key has three top punters in 
to"raise their' quarterbacks Jack Cummings, 
Skip Clement and Ray Farris. The 
Tar Heels have an excellent line 
striker in fullback Don Klochak, 
a 230 lb. senior from Fairhope, 
Pa. Klochak, also known as the 
"Terrific Tank." is being pushed 
hard by Joe Davies and Bob El- 
liott for the starting fullback slot. 
Co-captain Wade Smith will 
lead the Tar Heels from his left 
halfback position, with junior Mov- 
er Smith backing him at that po- 
sition. Wade Smith was All-ACC 
last season when he led the team 
in rushing with 440 yards while 
scoring a total of 30 points. 
Press Elevator, Seats And Parking 
Lot Has Been Added To Stadium 
Although Moyer Smith did not 
see very much action last sea- 
son, he was very impressive in 
spring drills. End Al Goldstein 
an All-American from last year 
will be expected to repeat his 
great offensive and defensive 
work again this season. Gold- 
stein had an excellent season 
last year when he caught 24 
passes for 490 yards and scor- 
ed three touchdowns. 
Co-captain Jack Cummings will 
be   handling    the    number    one 
Heels will be using the conven- 
tional Split-T as little as possible. 
Last season the Tar Heels had 
a   5-4   record   with   wins   over 
Southern California, So. Caro- 
lina,  Maryland,  Wake Forest, 
Tennessee  and  Virginia.  UNC 
is third in ACC All-Time stand- 
ings with 165 wins 92 losses and 
19 ties for a .634 average. 
In the All-Time Opponents de- 
partment, the Tar Heels have a 
slight edge over the Tigers with 
a 4-S record. If we go by past 
history,  the  Tigers- should  take 
this game in order to even up 
the record with UNC. 
A tremendous part of the Tiger 
offense and defense is dependent 
on the Shingler unit. Although a 
large percentage of this unit is 
composed of sophomores, it is ex 
pected to be greatly improved as 
more experience is gained. With 
two crack units taking the field 
for Clemson this Saturday and 
with the support of the student 
body, there is "no reason why the 
Tigers should not emerge victo- 




-Wake Forest at Winston-Salem 
Georgia at Clemson  
Clemson fans will be happy to, will be as modern as any in the 
know that among new additions j country. 
to  the   college football stadium j    ^ the past the parking facili 
in the future will be a new press ■       herg &fc c)emgon haye        ed I quarterback  position with Henry 
' box elevator. This elevator will j r Clement as his understudy. Last 
be used by the members of the j to be very lacking during big 
president's box and members of; football weekends. This will soon 
the press. The  elevator will be be improved by the construction 
Sept 
Oct. 
Oct. 21—South Carolina at Columbia 
Oct. 30—Georgia Tech at Clemson 
Nov.   6—N. C. 2tate at Raleigh  
 2:00 p.m. 
 2:00 p.m. 
 8:00 p.m. 
 2:00 p.m. 
 2:00 p.m. 
ready by Oct. 10. 
Another improvement will be 
5,000 new permanent seats add- 
ed to Memorial Stadium. This 
addition will Increase the ca- 
pacity of the stadium to 43,000. 
New  dressing rooms are  also 
of a new parking area near the 
stadium. 
Access to the new parking space 
will be obtained through a new 
road which is now under con- 
tract to be built. The new road 
will run near the National Guard 
included in the proposal. The Ti- | Armory, back of Cemetery Hill 
j gers have badly needed these j and will join with a road down 
j rooms for a long time. The rooms I below the dairy. 
We Pick 'Em 
Clemson over North Carolina 
Purdue   OTer UCLA 
Georgia Tech over Kentucky 
LSTJ over Rice 
South  Carolina over Duke 
N. C. State over VPI 
Wake Forest over Florida State 
Florida over Tulane 
West Virginia over Maryland 
Virrinia  over William  & Mary 
Ole Miss over Houston 
Citadel  over Newberry 
Navy   over  Boston Collere 
Penn  State  over  Missouri 
Texas over Nebraska 
Farman over Presbyterian 
TCTJ over Kansas 
Stanford  over  Oreron 
Southern Cal over Oreron State 
Slippery Rock  over  Car.  Tech 





S.   Carolina 







Southern  Cal. 
Slippery Rock 
Oregon 














Wm. * Mary 
year Qimmings set conference 
records for passing yardage when 
he completed 68 in 134 attempts 
for 1139 yards. Jack was All-ACC 
and All-South as a junior and he 
is a definite candidate for All- 
American this season. 
The usual Split-T Tar Heel team 
HIGH SCHOOL LETTERS NOT 
TO BE WORN ON CAMPUS 
We have noticed that several 
new students have been seen 
around campus wearing 
sweaters and jackets that have 
letters on them from their re- 
spective high schools. In the 
past it has been requested that 
students stop wearing these, 
and that no block letter except 
the "C" should be seen on cam- 
pus. It is not becoming to the 
campus dress to have school 
athletic letters of every color 
and description worn about the 
campus. 
Quarterback Harvey White aitJ Center Paul Snyder were 
chosen by their teammates to co-captain the 1959 Tiger team. 
The two have been standout performers for the team for the 
past two years. 
TRAILING THE TIGER 
(Continued from page 4) 
particular ACC school is  counting heavily  upon two 
transfers to bolster their chances. 
For once we are praising our old rival, Jake Pen- 
land! This summer Lou Cordileone visited in Colum- 
bia, and believe it or not old Jake has come through with 
a couple of good stories featuring "Big Mama." Jake 
agrees with the experts that are tabbing Lou as a first 
team all-America choice. Lou has already been cited 
as pre-season all-America by Dell Sports Magazine, Red 
Grange and many AP and UP writers. 
Bailes - McCracken Co. 
Seneca, S. C. 
"THE STORE OF STORES' 









WELCOME TO ALL! 
'Your Patronage Appreciated" 
Carolina 
C.  State 






Southern  Cal. 
Slippery Rock 
Oregon 









Clemson's souped up version of 
touch football will get under way 
on the 28th of the present month. 
Students interested in captain- 
ing teams must enter them next 
week. Entries can be turned in at 
Coach Wilhelm's office in the 
field house. 
Last years rules may undergo a 
slight remodeling in order to ex- 
citen the game. The number of 
teams entering the program will 
determine the number of leagues 
and type of play, round robin, 
double elimination, or otherwise. 
Any students having questions 
concerning the program may con- 
tact intramural director Wil- 
helm or keep posted to intramural 
articles in Tiger. 
The program emphasized last 
year was quite a success with a 
record number of participants. 
Intramurals at Clemson offer not 
only a wonderful opportunity to 
learn sports, but also to meet 
other students and help develop 
self control and discipline. 
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ACROSS 
1. To touch on 
8. Hunter of not* 
8. Olmedo's 
home court 
9. Drink with 
many first 
names 
10. Piercing pain 
11. Bet first 
12. And (Latin) 
13. It's time you 
  Kools 
15. Short answer 
17. Yessir, that's 
my baba 
18. Yale man 
21. Tasty parU 
of kisses 
25. Torn 
27. Krazy  
28. Supplements 
29. What the 
Menthol Magic 




83. Texas gold 
34. Moslem priest 
found in Miami 
36. Sing 




44. Future U.S. 
budget figure 
46. You need a 
 change: 
Kools! 
47. Is she a Wave? 
48. You (French) 
49. De mer or 
de tete 
50. Kin of a saga 




follower of sex 
2. The bearded 
gentry 
8. Ode item 
4. They've got 
pull 
5. Sergeants or 
can-can girls 












20. Not dressy, but 
not undressy 
22. What nervous 
Manhattan 
drinkers do? 
23. Part of the 
chain gang 
24. Sibilance 
26. Of the clan 
30. Cockney hell 
31. Flower named 
for actress 
Arlene 
35. % of a mile 




38. End of a 
cigarette 
40. Heroine of 
Ramayana 
41. The cigarette 
with Menthol 
Magic 
42. Short cut 
45. Hot type 
'ARE YOU KODL 
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May I help... 
these 
Slide Rules 
are your best buy 
see them at your college store! 
Wheh your throat tells    ) 
you Hs time -for a change,j 
you need / 
a real change... 






ft 19o9, Brown £ Williamson Tob*eco Corp. 
Pma/rette^ 
Fastest to learn, Fastest to Use! That's the famous K&E 
Decitrig® scale system - preferred by engineers and fea- 
tured by both these K&E Slide Rules. This system gives you 
all the scales you'll need ... arranged without troublesome 
complications. It never contradicts itself ... every scale re- 
lates - consistently - to the basic C and D scales. Numbers 
are color-coded for easy reading in both directions: black 
reads ltft to right, red reads right to left. 
Efficient... Versatile - With the K&E Decitrig scale sys- 
tem you can find square-root values quickly, without stop- 
ping to reset. There's no confusion - direct functions always 
appear on like colors, co-functions on opposite colors. Get 
the benefits of these clear, simple, efficient scales on either 
of the two K&E Decitrig Slide Rules - the K&E Jet-Log™ 
Duplex Decitrig® or the K&E Log Log Duplex Decitrig.• 
Both come with a lifetime guarantee. 
The Jet-Log is made of handsome, durable Ivorite®, and 
comes complete with a smart top-grain cowhide case and 
fSacSbte belt-loop carrier. And you'll get a manual 
for easy self-instruction or between-classes reference... a 
handsome library-bound book you can keep for years. 
The Log Log Duplex Decitrig ... an instrument of unques- 
tionable quality. It's made of choicest mahogany - ruth- 
lessly selected, seasoned for years. Its graduations are 
engine-divided - deeply, accurately engraved. The most re- 
spected slide rule made, and yours complete with chamois- 
lined leather case, belt-loop carrier, and library-bound 
instruction manual. 
Get the Facts-about K&E Slide Rules, plus drawing instru- 
ments and other supplies you'll need-in these two handy 
K&E booklets-"Slide Rule? May I 
help..." and the 1959-60 K&E College 
Buying Guide. Both are yours, free at 
your college store. Pick them up todayl 
toss 
NEW YORK • HOSOKEN, M. J. ■ UfcifcOir • U»~ 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 
MILWAUKEE • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS ■ DENVER ■ SAN f RANC.SCO • IOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • MONWEAl 
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Doug Cline To Head 
Tiger Fullback Position 
Cline Charges Hard And Fast     COURTS GET LIGHTS 
By BOB BURNS 
Tiger Co-Sports Editor 
Heading one of the most talen- 
ted and experienced backfields in 
Coach Prank Howard's twenty 
years of coaching at Clemson will 
be fullback Doug Cline. Cline, 
holding strongly to the number 
one slot, will be heavily relied 
upon in the seasons opener 
against North Carolina. 
During the past two season's, 
Doug has not only been a tre- 
mendous boost as a hard charg- 
ing fullback but also has seen his 
action at half. As a sophomore he 
broke into the lineup at the left 
half slot but occasionally became 
the workhorse when the regular 
fullbacks were out of action. 
By his junior season the Ti- 
gers   found   themselves   lack- 
ing important  depth  at full- 
back. With more than enough 
strong   halfs.   the   205   pound 
Cline became the likely candi- 
date for the new spot. Hence, 
Doug was switched permanent- 
ly, to the position. 
The result was one impressing, 
indeed. Doug lived completely up 
to his expectations as he explod- 
ed for a season total of 450 yards 
for a 4.3 yard per carry average. 
This was good enough to make 
him the top ground gainer re- 
turning for the present season at 
Clemson. He also got off his share 
of punts, eight, for a 31.2 yard 
average. 
Probably one of Clines best 
performances came in last years 
game with highly rated Boston 
College. Long will it be remem- 
bered of the strong fullbacks 
sprint to paydirt over some 40 
yards, the last ten giving two 
Eagles a free ride. 
Being the only returning let- 
terman at the fullback slot, much 
of the Tigers offensive attack for 
the   present   season  will   hinge 
Weight Lifting Room Added 
To Numerous "Y" Facilities 
A new and important addition to the Clemson "Y" 
was made this year while students were away on sum- 
mer vacation. The new addition was an impressive 
weight lifting room along with several pieces of gym- 
nastic equipment, together totaling about $2,500. 
weight lifting room was 
upon Cline. His defensive ability 
is also of high calibre. 
Doug came to Clemson some 
three years ago after a startling 
high school career in Valdese, N. 
C. As a halfback, he scored some 
twenty odd touchdowns along 
with over 180 points. 
But, while at Clemson, Doug 
has been for more than just an 
outstanding athlete. In his 
school work, he holds a better 
than three point average along 
with belonging to many promi- 
nate school organizations. His 
present academic average was 
good enough to place him on 
the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Team along with teamate Har- 
vey White. 
This is Clemson's Dou°; Cline, 
an outstanding athlete, an out- 
standing student and a great 
leader among his fellow students. 
Tennis Workouts Begin 
With Three Returnees 
Ticket Information 
For   Day Students 
Any .students who have not re- 
ceived their 1959 ticket informa- 
tion card may pick it up at the 
dormitory office. This card gives 
information on the price of date 
tickets and where they may be 
picked up. This will be of special 
interest to off campus students. 
The 
constructed in the balcony over 
the new gym and was formerly 
the projection room of the base- 
ment theatre. Approximate di- 
mensions to the room are about 
42 by 18 feet. Though rather small 
it is loaded with muscle building 
equipment. 
Located in the room are bar- 
bells, with weights to about 200 
pounds, medicine balls in three 
^ sizes, a pressing ramp, numer- 
ous mats, arm weight exercises, 
inclined benches, forearm de- 
velopers, cables, shoe weights, 
and head straps for neck ex- 
ercises. 
Along with these weights are 
instruction sheets posted on the 
walls describing the exercises. 
The new room has already been 
opened to both students and fa- 
culty, An approximate schedule 
will see the room open all after- 
noons for students until 5:00 p.m. 
Afterwards, while students are 
getting supper, the room will be 
open to faculty members from 
about five to seven o'clock. 
| Students will then take over un- 
til closing time at nine. The 
mornings will be devoted to coeds 
and women around the campus. 
A supervisor will be around to 
keep check on equipment and 
keep time charts. 
The new gym also wound up 
with its share of new equip- 
ment. Tumbling mats have, 
been added along with parallel 
bars, punching bags and 
gloves, hand ball courts and 
volley ball courts. Equipment 
for   the  latter  items   may  be 
checked out at the swimming 
pool office. 
The new gym was completed 
toward mid-term last year but 
was only a basketball court and 
did not include any of the new 
facilities. 
Many of the students in the past 
have brought their own lifting 
equipment which was used in 
special rooms in the dorms. With 
the wide demand of such a pro- 
gram, it is hoped that the stu- 
dents will take advantage of the 
new equipment. 
Other than the new gym and 
weight room, the "Y" includes 
a swimming pool and numerous 
other free services. The Y.M.C 
A., strives to carry out various 
religious and social activities for 
the benefit of the entire student 
body at Clemson. These activities 
are open to all and a Y.M.C.A. 
council is included for every class. 
Clemson's hard charging Doug Cline shows impressive form 
that won him the workhorse position in the Tigers starting 
lineup. Cline is the top returning ground gainer from last 
year's conference champions and will be heavily relied upon 
this season. 
AII-ACC Baseball Squad 
Includes Five Tig Players 
The Clemson baseball team placed five men on the 
All-ACC squad at the end of the baseball season last 
year due to their fine year and the winning of the con- 
ference crown. 
Doug Hoffman, hard-hitting | Tigs have captured the confer- 
outfielder of the Tigers, was the I ence flag for the past two years, 
number two man in the vote re- i Bagwell, the fine ball-handling 
ceiving department,  behind the shortstop,   was also one  of the 
IMBIJ Htlamt Hfo 
"Specialist In Traditional, Natural Fitting Clothing" 
224 N. MAIN STREET GREENVILLE, S. C. 
league batting leader, Jay Frank- 
ling of Wake Forest. Franklin 
had 70 votes compared to Hoff- 
man's 63. Bobby Brown of Wake 
Forest had 57. 
Other Clemson players making 
the   squad  were  first   baseman 
Fred DeBerry;   shortstop Larry 
Bagwell; outfielder Bailey Hend- 
ley; and pitcher Harold Stowe. 
Hoffman was the only one of 
the Tigers to be picked on the 
first team. Hoffman who bat- 
ted an outstanding .345, led the 
ACC   champs   throughout the 
season, not only with his big 
bat, but with his superb field- 
ing. 
Stowe led the pitching depart- 
ment, not only last year, but in 
the previous year also. He was 
one of the main reasons that the 
Tigers' better hitters. His hitting 
under pressure proved him an as- 
set to the team. 
DeBerry, the tall lanky first 
sacker, made a late splurge in 
his hitting. Fred came through 
when it was most needed, play- 
ing   outstanding   ball   in   the 
conference playoffs. 
Hendley, another of the team's 
top hitters, was depended upon 
during the squeeze. Hendley not 
only contributed to the fine out- 
field of the Clemson team,  but 
was  a member of the pitching 
staff. He held down the number 
two spot on  the  pitching staff 
along with Ty Cline. 
The All-ACC team was chosen 
by conference players and 
coaches. 
Clemson varsity and freshman 
tennis teams got off to an early 
fall practice this week as then- 
coach Leslie Longshore returned 
from a trip to the Nation Open 
Tennis tournament. About seven 
or eight students have been prac- 
ticing daily and more are expec- 
ted to show up. Only three of 
these were returning lettermen. 
Practice will continue through- 
out the fall and winter and into 
the spring before matches. Stu- 
dents who would like to try out 
for next seasons team are wel- 
come to join in the practice which 
run on no formal schedule. 
The purpose of the early sche- 
dules is to try to work out flaws 
in the players games which may 
hamper their future play. The 
improvements and progress of 
players this fall may very well de- 
termine the team positions next 
year. 
Showing up for practice 
were: Bob Burns, Bill Cooper, 
and John Knutt, all lettermen, 
along with Rusty Willimon, 
Bobby Lyn, and Roy Strick- 
land. Holding down the top two 
positions will almost definite- 
ly be Burns, a rising junior, 
and  Cooper,   a  rising   senior. 
Otherwise, the field will be wide 
open. 
In hopes of building a strong 
team in the future, two students, 
both on scholarships, have been 
acquired. Roy Strickland, a 
freshman from Birmingham, Ala- 
bama, should develop into strong 
players in the near future. He 
learned his tennis under Wade 
Herran, the South's top player. 
Jim Horton, a transfer student 
from Houston is also expected to 
boost the squad rating. He did 
not arrive until late this week so 
no one has seen him in action. 
Horton will not be eligible for the 
1960 season due to ACC rules. 
Lost from last year's team 
were Sonny Sumner, Moham- 
med Nasim, Lenaire Bryant, 
and Jack Weir. Sumner has 
been practicing occasionally 
with the squad and will prob- 
ably help out during the year. 
As for any schedules in the fall, 
Coach Longshore announced that 
he would like to acquire some 
practice matches, possibly with 
cities and maybe some top high 
school teams. 
Currently the courts are in 
much better shape than they were 
at this time last year.  Rolling, 
sweeping and sprinkling win con- 
tinue in court maintenance bat 
no major resurfacing will take 
place before spring. 
The only resurfacing particu- 
larly needed will be the removal 
of a high spot on the upper 
courts. Also, lights are sche- 
duled to go up on the number 
one and two courts along with 
two of the student cement 
courts. Clemson's athletic 
business manager, Gene Willi- 
mon, claims that the varsity 
courts will be as good as any in 
the ACC, if not better, when 
the scheduled work is com- 
pleted. 
CROSS 
(Continued from page 4) 
Citadel on freshmen terms. 
John Dunkleburg's brother, 
Ray, who has the state AA 
championship, is one of the out- 
standing freshmen out for tht 
team. 
Tomorrow afternoon at 3:00 
o'clock there will be time trials 
held in the bottom lands to see 
how the teams are shaping up 
and to find out the strength that 
will be available to the Tigert 
this season. 
WELCOME BACK TO CLEMSON 
AND TO 
L. C. Martin 
DRUG COMPANY 
Serving Clemson and Clemson Students 
Since 1908 
REGISTERED DRUGGIST ON DUTY AT 
ALL TIMES 
•& # ik 
ON COLLEGE AVENUE 
IN THE HEART OF CLEMSON 
BOWL WHERE YOU SEE THE 
SIGN OF THE MAGIC TRIANGLE 
--;".•' -v    " 
-fr -sir it 
OPEN 3-12 P. M. 
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
i Bowler's eye view of the pit end of lanes outfitted with AMF Auto- 
matic Pinspotters. Product of American Machine & Foundry Company, 
makers of high speed, precision equipment for industry and the Armed 
•Forces, the Pinspotter employs electrical and mechanical principles 
and electronics to perform automatically all pit services previously 
<ione by hand in the game of ten pin bowling. Only parts of the equip.; 
ment ever seen by the bowler are the sweeper bar in its task of clear-1 
iing deadwood from the alley, and the spotting table (when it descends 
to pick up standing pins to permit the sweeper to carry out its work, 
or descends to spot a new set of pins). 
Shielding the machine from the bowler's view is the Pinvisor screen 
inset with AMF's "Magic Triangle" Pindicator. The Pindicator lights' 
up to indicate a strike, first and second ball, a foul and pins left 
standing. 
ft       £       ft 
Owned and Operated by The Town & 
Country Athletic Club, Inc., 
Clemson, S. C. 
JACK E. TUTTLE  _ . _ President 
CARL J. BIERBAUM Vice-Pres. 
CHARLES W. LOLLIS Sec.-Treas. 
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WSBF Program Schedule 
6:50 A.M., Sept. 21 To 1:00 A. M., Sept. 28 
600 On Your Dial 
MONDAY 




6:30—Club   6C0 
8:00—Concert H»n 






1:00—Sign  OK 
TUESDAY      WEDNESDAY   THURSDAY        FRIDAY 
Wake Up EasyWake Up EasyWake Up EasyWake Up Easy 
Sign OH Sign Off Sign Off Sign Off 
Swing  Time    Swing Time    Swing Time    Swing  Time 
Army B'stand Stars Defense Navy Seven     Reserved You 
Club   600 Club   600 Club   600 Club   600 
Concert Hall   Concert Hall   Concert Hall   Concert Hall 


























6:50—Wake Up Easy 
9:00—Sign Off 
7:00—Country  Style,  USA. 
T:1S—Country Style, U.S.A. 
1:30—Pops 







7:15—Lawrence  Weik 
7:30—Bandstand 
9:00—Stardust 
11:00—Late, Late Show 
1:00—Sign Off 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Motorist Suggest Students Delineate 
Destinations At Library Bumming Line 
I suggest that your department 
or some student activity work out 
some system at the bumming line 
in front of the library whereby 
a motorist would know without 
topping whether students were 
i.jaded for Greenville or Ander- 
son. 




WSBF will begin broadcasts for 
the coming year with the pre- 
game warmup and play-by-play 
coverage of the North Carolina 
game. Broadcast will begin at 
1:00 p.m. Saturday and will cease 
immediately after the game. 
The actual year of broad- 
casting will begin at 6:00 p.m. 
Monday with the first sche- 
duled broadcast. The station 
will feature a complete new 
schedule of broadcasting this 
.vear, according to Charlie 
Jamieson, station manager. 
To assume duties for the first 
time this fall are George Fox- 
worth of Sumter, production 
manager; Joe Suddeth of Green- 
ville, community director; Ned 
Rutledge of Sumter, traffic man- 
ager; Julian McDonald of Sum- 
ter, Music Director; and Nancy 
Bonnette of North, Record librar- 
ian. 
There are still several va- 
cancies on the staff, according 
to Teddy Holt, program di- 
rector. Students interested in 
any phase of the operation, In- 
cluding business, are request- 
ed by the present staff to 
come to the station between 
1 and 5:30 p.m. on Monday, 
and between 5 and 6:00 p.m. 
for the remainder of next 
week. 
The offices are located on the 
third floor of the Student Center. 
they are headed for Greenville, 
so I have about quit stopping. 
However, I do not like to pass 
them up without being sure they 
are not going my way. 
This probably applies to many 
motorists. 
L. H. Farmer 
Physical Plant. 
Retake Of I. D. 
Photos Necessary 
From 100 to 200 freshmen had 
to have their identification photo- 
graphs retaken last Tuesday. The 
failure of the camera's shutter to 
close properly was named as the 
cause of the accident. 
During matriculation, the mal- 
function of the shutter resulted in 
approximately 150 completely 
blank exposures. 
It was necessary to retake the 
photographs on such short notice 
because the pictures are used on 
the student identification cards 
which are necessary for many 
student activities. 
Infirmary Adds 
Dr. Barnett To 
Health Service 
The College Infirmary has ad- 
ded Dr. Charles Barnett to the 
staff to assist in the Student 
Health Service program, accord- 
ing to Dr. Judson Hair. 
Dr. Barnett graduated from 
Clemson in 1952 with a degree in 
Pre-Medicine. In 1956 he received 
his medical degree from the Med- 
ical College of South Carolina. 
Dr. Barnett practiced for two 
years at Slater-Marietta after a 
year's internship in the Green- 
ville General Hospital. 
The Infirmary has also length- 
ened Its hours to eliminate un- 
necessary class cuts. The new 
hours are 8 a. m. to 12 noon and 
2 p. m. to 5 p. m. Monday through 
Friday. 
The Saturday hours are from 
8 a. m. to 12 noon. On Sundays 
and holidays students asked to 
come back for specific treat- 
ment. Dr. Hair said that students 
may get polio and flu shots, as 
well as any other common vacin- 
ation, at any time and at no cost. 
He announced that no medical 
excuses will be given to students 
reporting for routine treatments, 
such as colds and refilling of 
prescriptions. The student must 
do such tilings during a free hour 
or else take a regular class 
cut. This is one of the reasons 
for the extended hours. 
'59' Grad Reports 
On Tig' Summer 
Dear Editor; 
I know that football season is 
there and everyone down here is 
rooting for the Tigers all the way 
into another post-season game. 
This is a little post-summer me- 
mo on what has happened 
in Palm Beach this summer. Ask 
John James of Sumter how he 
and Dave Cannon enjoyed their 
first trip from the Bahamas. 
Next, time John, I'll correct the 
compass so you won't have to 
spend overnight drifting in the 
Gulf Stream without paddles. 
Also we were honored with ex- 
end Wyatt Cox and Charlie 
"Red" Hope for an overnight 
stay. Last week Pete Rugheiir.er 
and Ronald Radcliff drove down 
from Charleston for a week's stay 
and a trip to the Keys skin-div- 
ing. 
It seems that the "Geechies" 
swarmed us because two days 
later Buck Limehouse from The 
Citadel and Buzz Durham from 
Clemsoi. stayed overnight on their 
way back from Castro's country. 
All in all this house is fully equip- 
ped with all sorts of gim- 
micks for all kinds of affairs from 
Jai Alai to skin diving; 
To make this memo short, all 
Tigers are more than welcome 
here to the house on Prosperity 
Farms Road and I hope it will be 
packed if the Tigers like Orange 
Juice, (Sugar, or Gators is fine 
also) 
A '59 Grad 
Bob Rowe 
P. S. 
I hope to see you Homecom- 
ing. 
Sigma Xi Chapter 
Formally Installed; 
E. W. King Presides 
The Clemson Club of the Socie- 
ty of Sigma Xi was formally in- 
stalled May 26 at a dinner-meet- 
ing at the Clemson House. Edwin 
W. King, Associate Entomologist, 
will serve as the club's first pres- 
ident. 
Dr. Walter J. Peterson, 
Dean of the Graduate School, 
North Carolina State, served 
as the installing officer and 
guest speaker. He discussed 
the National Science Founda- 
tion. 
Sigma Xi is a national honorary 
research society founded at Cor- 
nell University in 1886. The so- 
ciety has approximately 70,000 
members enrolled in 133 chapters 
and 83 clubs. 
Other  officers  in  the  club 
are John E. Miller, Professor 
of  Physics,    vice   president; 
and    Robert    W.    Moorman, 
Head    of    the    Engineering 
Mechanics Department,   sec- 
retary-treasurer. 
The formation of the club is a 
preliminary step to obtaining a 
charter as a chapter of the socie- 
ty. 
Glee Club Elects 
Gibson President 
For Coming Year 
Glee Club elected Gene Gibson 
president for the 1959-60 school 
year at the close of last semes- 
ter. Gene is a junior Industrial 
Management major from Greer. 
Named to the remaining 
offices in Glee Club were 
Dave Brewton of Greer, vice- 
president; Bill Metts of Orange- 
burg, secretary; Nolan Etters 
of Chester, treasurer. 
Also: Lester Litisey of Cedar- 
town, Ga., business manager; 
Mike Salley of Orangeburg, ser- 
geant at arms; Bern Gaskins of 
Chesterfield, publicity director; 
and Bob Moser, of Sarver, Penn., 
librarian. 
Entertained Many 
The organization appeared be- 
fore an estimated 6,000 persons in 
nine appearances and a Charles- 
ton television appearance last 
year alone. The Glee Club sang 
before the Student Body at sev- 
eral official college functions and 
informal concerts on the Loggia. 
The Club also sang at many 
banquets and meetings in the 
Clemson House. Including a half 
hour Christmas Concert over 
Spartanburg's WSPA-TV, they 
estimate a total audience for 
last year over 25,000. 
A volunteer organization of 40 
men who "like to sing", the Glee 
Club members bear the main 
cost of the tours. The college does 
offer some financial support to the 
organization. 
Dr. H. H. McGarity, is the 
director of the group. 
CLEMSON, ANDERSON BSU 
TO HOLD JOINT MEETING 
The First Baptist Church of An- 
derson is having a youth fellow- 
ship for members of the Clemson 
and Anderson College Baptist 
Student Unions on Sept. 20 at 
8:45 p.m. 
New Official Home Houses President's Family 
President R. C. Edwards and his family have recently moved into the new official college resi- 
dence. Dr. Edwards is the first president of th e college to occupy the colonial structure. The 
painted brick building was started early last fall and was completed soon after the vice- 
president's home was completed last spring. Dr. Edwards and his family moved into the 
home during the summer.    (Tiger photo by J. W. Beam.) 
Professor McMinn Assumes Duties 
Here In School Of Architecture   % 
William G. McMinn, assistant 
professor and assistant to the ad- 
visory architect at Texas Tech, 
Lubbock, Texas, has been ap- 
pointed assistant professor of ar- 
chitecture at Clemson College. 
According to Harlan E. Mc- 
Clure, Dean of Architecture, Mc- 
Minn will assume duties of As- 
sociate Professor William Speer, 
who is on leave to pursue graduate 
studies at Rennselear Polytechnic 
Institute, Troy, N. Y. 
Prof. McMinn is a 1954 grad- 
uate  of Rice  Institute with  a 
bachelor   of   architecture.   He 
completed his terminal degree, 
master of architecture, at the 
University of Texas in 1956. 
Dean  McClure simultaneously 
announced   that   Lothar   Kall- 
meyer,  currently in private ar- 
chitectural practice in Ruisberg, 
Germany, will join the School of 
Architecture faculty in February 
as associate professor. 
Prof. Kallmeyer is a graduate 
of Technische Hachschule in 
Karlsruhe, and did graduate work 
in architecture in the Architec- 
tural   Association   in    London, 
England. He recently was award- 
ed first prize in National com- 
petion in Germany for a church 
center. 
All Clubs Must 
Submit Reports 
Prior To Oct. 1st 
Student organizations must sub- 
mit their 1959-60 Student Organi- 
zation report before Oct. 1. Those 
who fail to do so will not be 
recognized as official organiza- 
tions and will not be representjd 
in the Council of Club Presidents 
during the current school year, 
according to Richard C. Arm- 
strong, Assistant Dean of Stu- 
dents. 
The forms may be picked up 
in the office of the Assistant 
Dean of Students. Any club presi- 
dent who is not certain that the 
report for his club has been turn- 
ed in should confirm the matter 
with Mr. Armstrong. 
The office is located on the 
second floor of the Student Center 
in what was last year's Faculty 
Lounge. 
New Mansion Displays Dignity, Warmth 
By FRED BISHOP 
Tiger Feature Writer 
When one speaks of new con- 
struction on campus at Clemson. 
one immediately thinks of the new 
classroom buildings we are ob- 
taining. But there are different 
aspects of the growth that Clem- 
son is experiencing. 
Now we have a new build- 
ing that is similar to the Cal- 
houn mansion. It is the new 
president's mansion on Park- 
way Drive. 
The new home will give the 
President and his wife an excel- 
lent place in which to entertain 
and receive the many dignitaries 
who are always present at our 
school. 
We have needed for some time 
a home fitting the stature of the 
man who heads a growing col- 
lege like Clemson. 
Overlooks Highway 
On a small mound overlooking 
the highway, it stands state- 
ly with the dignity of the mar, 
who resides there, but it produces 
the air of the closeness and 
warmth that belong to a family, 
for it is a part of the whole Clem- 
son family. 
One travels up a curved drive- 
way to the front of the two-story, 
four- columned home. It is 
painted in flawless white, but the 
outside does not compare with 
the interior. One might call the 
exterior beautiful, but there is no 
LITTLE MAN ON*CAMPUS 
superlative to describe the inter- 
ior. 
Upon   ringing   the   doorbell, 
one is greeted by its congenial 
host,  Mrs.  R.  C.  Edwards. 
In the entrance hall, as in all 
of the first floor of the house the 
walls, the draperies and the car- 
pet are green. The warm green 
of the walls, quiet green of the 
carpets and the soft green of the 
draperies, blend with each other 
to give a pleasing and friendly 
atmosphere. 
On the right side of the entrance 
is the actual living area. The 
dining room, dinette, kitchen, and 
family room are in this section. 
On the left is the living room. 
Form Living Area 
This is an excellent arrange- 
ment for the family may come in 
through the kitchen, and go to 
any part of the family living area, 
without ever entering the formal 
living area. 
At the rear is a guestroom, 
which is, in a way, removed 
from the main part of the house, 
the  guest and family, therefore 
mAT e&re HIM ABOVE AND APART FBQVMHE AvgpAfig—* 
Lutheran Head 
Attends Meet 
The president of the local Luth- 
eran Student Association, Henry 
Puckhaber, attended the annual 
meeting of the 40 member Di- 
recting Council of the Lutheran 
Student Association of America. 
Immediately following this, he 
attended the national meeting of 
the same organization. Both 
meetings were held in Estes 
Park, Col., and extended from 
Aug. 26 until Sept. 6. 
Henry is an Electrical En- 
gineering major from Charleston. 
Rev. Enoch Stockman, pastor 
of the Clemson Lutheran Church, 
attended the annual staff confer- 
ence of-the Division of Colleges 
and Universities This meeting 
was held at the University of 
Colorado in Boulden. 
Freshmen Respond 
To Emergency Call 
For Blood Donors 
Following an emergency call 
for blood donors last Friday, 17 
freshmen went to Anderson Me- 
morial Hospital to volunteer their 
assistance. 
hi recent years, the Clemson 
student body has attempted to 
replenish the blood bank at the 
hospital whenever it was deplet- 
ed because of emergencies or 
transfusions given to college stu- 
dents and families, or residents 
of Clemson. 
Several members of the admin- 
istration have praised the fresh- 
men for their quick and unself- 
ish response to the appeal. 
making it possible for guests to 
come and go as they please. 
On the right of the guest 
room is a patio, and on the 
left is a formal garden with a 
brick wall which can be used 
for parties and receptions, like 
the recent Freshman re- 
ception. 
As one  ascends the  stairway, 
one finds the beautifully appoint- 
ed bedrooms. To the left is the 
children's bedroom. It is in com- 
plimenting shades of brown. Next 
to it is a den,  or study room, 
which can be converted into a 
bedroom for the children's guests. 
The   master   bedroom  is   on 
the stairway and is in a com- 
plimenting    shade    of    powder 
blue. There is a wall of closet 
space. 
Between the master and chil- 
dren's bedrooms are the guest 
rooms. They are appointed in 
the good taste which is typical 
Vets Club Sponsors 
Students' Book Sale 
The Student Book Exchange will 
again be open as a service to 
the student body. This semester, 
the exchange is operated by the 
Veterans' Club. 
A student desiring to sell a 
used book may take it to the ex- 
change and set his own price. 
The Veteran's Club will then sell 
the book for the desired price 
plus a 25c service charge. 
The money is then given to 
the student, or if the book is 
not sold, the book is return- 
ed, a cor ding to Bill Holt. 
The exchange is open from 1:00 
to 5:00 p.m. each afternoon. It 
will be  open  until Wednesday. 
throughout the home. 
In the dining room and hall 
are two exquisite candelabras. 
The   one   in   the   dining   room 
has a novel feature, in that it 
can be controlled as to the de- 
gree  of  light it emits. 
The whole house was decorat- 
ed at the direction of Mrs. Ed- 
wards,  and I must congratulate 
her on her excellent taste. 
Decorated With Taste 
She has given the house the 
appointments that should be asso- 
ciated with a Clemson President. 
It is evident that the house was 
decorated by one who wanted the 
rare quality of practical elegance. 
Not only this, but Mrs. Edwards 
is an excellent hostess. On 
this past Sunday, she received 
more than 1,000 guests, and they 
are still coming from all over 
South Carolina. 
A rather amusing incident 
occurred in that one person 
asked Mrs. Edwards, "This is 
a very nice home, but where 
do you keep all the junk". 
FRESHMEN 
(Continued from page 1) 
will become members of the 
Student Assembly, the legis- 
lative body of Student Govern- 
ment. This body is composed 
of five representatives of each 
class and 20 representatives 
from the Council of Club 
Presidents. 
The election is tentatively 
scheduled for October 13, with a 
runoff the following Tuesday, if 
necessary. 
The officers and representatives 
will direct the class in all of its 
functions, and must be carefully 
chosen. Every freshman should 
take advantage of his opportunity 
to select his own officers. 
Well, I don't know where Mrs. 
Edwards keeps her junk, but I 
do know that with Mrs. Edwards 
in charge of the household, and 
an excellent president like Dr. 
Edwards, the history of this home 
will come to rival that of the Cal- 
houn   mansion. 
SEASONS 
(Continued from page 3) 
these are popular, particularly in 
the different shades of olive. 
Styles Give Individuality 
I am glad to see these for we, 
as college students, have been 
stereotyped by having only one 
style. These different styles give 
the student individuality which I 
believe we all lack in more ways 
than one. 
Foi the coming football games, 
there is a cape taken from the 
South American poncho. It is 
made for two, or at least the 
compatible couple, and zips up 
in front to keep out those wintry 
blasts in Death Valley. 
Words To The Wise 
By LARRY EDWARDS 
Student Chaplain 
One of the best ways to prove 
that a stick is crooked is to lay 
a straight stick beside it. The de- 
cisions that you will make this 
year will determine the destiny of 
your whole life — when your fel- 
low men compare your life with 
the life of a good and upright 
person, will you be like a crooked 
and warped stick that is only fit 
to be burned? 
The decisions you make will al- 
so determine whether the values 
you search for are true values or 
counterfeit values. Are you here 
because you believe that more ed- 
ucation will make  you  a  better 
man, or are you attending Clem- 
son because it is just the "thing 
to do?" 
Will you be honest in your deal- 
ings, even though it seems that 
you are losing by doing so, or will 
you cheat to try to gain faster 
than your fellows? Will you stand 
and fling defiance into the face of 
God, or will you offer your life 
to be used in His service, no mat- 
ter what your vocation? 
You ask "Where will I receive 
the strength and wisdom to make 
these decisions —?" "The Lord, 
He it is that doth go before thee: 
He will be with thee, He will not 
fail thee, neither forsake thee: 
fear not, neither be dismayed." 
WATSON IS "Y" SPEAKER 
The YMCA Vespers Program 
for Sunday will feature Col. Wat- 
son, Professor of Military Science 
and Tactics, who has just return- 
ed from Indo-China. He will 
speak on the present Indo-China 
situation. 
Bob Boles, vice-president of 
the YMCA cabinet, will preside 
during this program. New cabi- 
net members will also be install- 
ed. 
WELCOME, STUDENTS 
TO CLEMSON AND 
DIXIE CLEANERS 
We Specialize in Repairs and Alterations 
Welcome Students! 
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Dr. J. Gray Dinwiddie, Jr., as- 
sociate professor of chemistry at 
Clemson, was elected chairman 
of the Western Carolinas Section 
of the American Chemical Society 
for 1959-1960. 
Dr. Dinwiddie has been on the 
Clemson faculty since 1948, join- 
ing; the chemistry department as 
an assistant profressor. In 1951 he 
became an associate professor. He 
is a 1942 graduate of Randolph- 
Macon College and has a doctor- 
ate from the University of Vir- 
ginia in 1949. 
Dr. Dinwiddie is also a past sec- 
retary of the A.C.S. He is a Fel- 
low of the American Association 
for the Andvancement of Science, 
serving its council as represent- 
ative of the South Carolina Acad- 
emy of Science. 
Other new officers are Otis R. 
Lugar, Dayton Rubber Co., 
Waynesville, N. C, Chairman- 
elect, and William Sutton, Jr., 
instructor in chemistry at Clem- 
son, secretary-treasurer. 
All of the above assumed their 
new duties July 1. 
Freshmen Register Classes For First Time 
Science Lectures 
By Profs, Guests 
Held This Summer 
Dr. C. A. Reed and Dr. J. E. 
Miller, professors of physics, 
opened a series of guest lectures 
for the Summer Science Institute 
of the National Science Founda- 
tion at Clemson College during 
this past summer. 
Dr. Reed spoke principally on 
x-ray diffraction studies which 
are currently underway here in 
sponsored research. Dr. Miller 
addressed a special student body 
of high scool science teachers on 
the electron microscope. 
Other speakers which were in- 
cluded in this progarm are as 
follows: ,Dr. Byron N. Cooper 
head of the department of geo- 
logical sciences, V.P.I.; Aaron 
Buchman, Hutchinson, Central- 
Technical High School, Buffalo, 
N. Y.; and Edward A. Cushman, 
State Department of Education. 
Mr. Cushman is a traveling 
high school instructor connected 
with the Oak Ridge Institute of 
Nuclear Studies. His science top- 
ics were chosen from problematic 
teaching areas and included 
demonstrations. 
The science institute's program, 
supported by a $50,000 founda- 
tion grant, was made up of class- 
room, laboratory and library 
work; field trips and guest lec- 
tures. 
Clemson Gives 'Gift Of Knowledge' To Formosa 
Last Monday morning approximately 1,150 freshmen and transfer students registered their 
classes. The confused look that runs across their faces did not match, however, the frustrated 
atmosphere that prevailed when upper-classmen attempted to arrange their schedules. As 
usual everything that possibly could go wrong succeeded in doing so. (Tiger photo by J. W. 
Beam.) 
Freshmen Win 3 Poole Awards 
Three entering freshmen have 
been announced as the first win- 
ners of R. F. Poole Scholarships, 
established by the Clemson fac- 
ulty through the Faculty Senate. 
to honor the name of the late 
Clemson president who died a 
year ago. 
The freshmen are: Reginald 
A. Inman, Whitmire; Jay O. 
Phillips, Darlington; and 
Washington P. Timmerman 
III. Hartsville. Their scholar- 
ships, valued at S600 each, are 
in effect for the  school year 
1959-60. I poration, a foundation which en- 
The selection of these winners ^courages scholastic ability among 
was based on highest scores com- 
piled on college entrance exam- 
inations for Clemson. 
Reginald, a Whitmire High 
School graduate, will major in 
chemical engineering. Jay is a 
graduate of St. John's High 
School and is enrolled in the 
mechanical enginering curri- 
culm. 
All three winners received Cer- 
tificates of Merit from the Na- 
tional   Merit   Scholarship   Cor- 
high school seniors. Scholarships 
are given to a limited number of 
high school seniors after under- 
going a rigid series of tests. 
Seniors May Apply For 
Graduate Scholarships 
Seniors who are interested in 
doing post-graduate work abroad 
after earning their degrees may 
apply for the Marshall or the Full- 
bright scholarships. 
The British Government annual- 
ly offers twelve Marshall Scho- 
larships to enable United States 
citizens who are graduates of 
United States Universities to stu- 
dy for two years at a University 
in Britain. 
Graduates who are interest- 
ed in applying for one of these 
Scholarships, valued at $1,400 
per annum, may obtain fur- 
ther details and application 
forms by writing to the Bri- 
Band Elects Herman 
Commander For Year 
R. C. Herman, Mechanical En- 
gineering major from Greenwood, 
has been elected band commander 
of the Clemson College Tiger 
Band for 1959 - 60. He succeeds 
Ralph K. Hendricks, Mechanical 
Engineering major from Easley, 
who will serve as captain of the 
color guard. 
Other new Tiger Band officers 
are Benjamin T. Boling, Green- 
ville, vice-commander; Reid Gar- 
rison, Industrial Education major 
from Calhoun Falls, drum major; 
Burt Pearson, Electrical Engi- 
neering major from Florence, 
supply officer. 
Also Clayton Price, Pre-Med- 
icine major from Toccoa, Ga., 
sergeant major; Phil Higdon, 
Chemical   Engineering   major 
from Charleston, student band 
master; Mel Wilson, from Clem- 
son, associate supply officer. 
W. R. Clayton, Agricultural Ec- 
onomics major from Belton, assis- 
tant supply officer; Karl Counts, 
Chemistry major from Mullins, li- 
brarian; Joe Maffett, Chemical 
Engineering major from Saluda, 
assistant drum major; and Edwin 
Davis, from Clemson, assistant li- 
brarian. 
The 1958-59 Tiger Band, which 
appeared before approximately 
370,000 people, made 12 official 
appearances and performed on 
national and sectional television 
four times. It presented 14 live 
shows, not including 'pep band' 
appearances at basketball games. 
Industrial Management 
Seminar Announces Speakers 
Seven speakers for the fourth 
annual Industrial Management 
Seminar Series have been an- 
nounced at Clemson College for 
1959-60 by Dr. Wallace D. Tre- 
villian, department head. 
The speakers are Hal Stephen 
Dumas, Highlands, N. C, former 
executive vice-president, Ameri- 
can Tel. and Tel. Co.; B. J. Dod- 
son, Palestine, Tex., southwest 
operations manager, Texize Chem- 
icals, Inc.; ffb» D. DePass, 
Rock Hill, Sout*efnwmanager, In- 
terchemical Corp. 
Also Edward A. Rice, Clemson, 
secretary - controller, Abbeville 
Mills Corp.; John W. Hash, Cam- 
den, personnel superintendent, E. 
I. DuPont de Nemours and Co.; 
William C. Laffoday, Chicago, 
HI., national assistant retail sales 
manager, Serars. 
The other speaker is Dr. Ri- 
chard D. Powers, Liberty, former- 
ly dean of faculty, William Jew- 
el College, and now with the op- 
erations Research Bureau of Johns 
Hopkins University. 
Many are not new to Clem- 
son.   Dumas  is  native  of  Ma- 
con, Ga.; DePass, of Darling- 
ton,   is   a   Clemson   alumnus; 
Dodson is an Atlantan and Em- 
ory graduate;  and Rice is a 
Syracuse graduate. 
Hash is a native of Woolwine, 
Va. and a Virginia graduate. Laf- 
foday, who is a Lamar native and 
Clemson graduate, and Dr. Pow- 
ers who is native of Hopewell, 
Va., a Virginia graduate and a 
former professor of economics at 
Clemson, are both familiar with 
Clemson. 
The seminar series has benefit- 
ed more than 3,000 students in 
four years and has established a 
strong liason between Clemson 
Colleee and industry. More than 
30 prominent businessmen, in vir- 
tually all fields, have appeared 
on the programs. 
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Closing Dates Named 
The closing date for entries is 
Oct. 31, 1959 and the successful 
candidates would commence their 
studies at a British University 
in the fall of 1960. 
Applications   are   being   ac- 
cepted until Nov. 1 for some 
900 Fulbright scholarsips for stu- 
dy on research in 28 countries. 
Inter-American    Cultural    Con- 
vention awards for study in 17 
Latin American countries have 
the same filing deadline. 
Recipients of Fulbright awards 
for study in Europe, Latin Amer- 
ica and the Asia-Pacific area will 
receive tuition, maintenance and 
round-trip travel. 
IACC scholarship cover trans- 
portion,     tuition    and     partial 
maintenance   costs.   The   Insti- 
tute of International Education 
administers both of these  stu- 
dent  programs  for  the  U.  S. 
Department of State. 
Applicants for both categories 
of awards must have U. S. citi- 
zenship at time of application, a 
bachelor's degree or its equiva- 
lent  by  1960, knowledge  of the 
language of the host country and 
good health. 
Students interested may write 
to the Information and Counseling 
Division, Institute of Internation- 
al Education, 1 East 67th Street, 
New York 21, New York. 
New Dormitory 
To House 254 
Clemson Men 
Work is progressing on the new 
$600,000 extension to the dormi- 
tories with 127 rooms housing 254 
students. They will be five stories 
in height and comprise 51,000 
square feet of floor space. 
Rooms Are Larger 
The rooms have single beds, 
two built-in study desks, built-in 
closets and a lavatory on the cor- 
ridor wall instead of the side wall. 
The rocms are slightly larger 
than those of the present new dor- 
mitories due to narrower corri- 
dors. 
Construction will be of rein- 
forced concrete frame with ma- 
sonry; window and panel exter- 
ior walls; lightweight concrete 
ior walls: lightweight concrete 
block interior walls; acoustical 
ceiling and asphalt tile floors. 
Each   section    will   have    a 
lounge and an apartment which 
possibly may be occupied by a 
faculty   member.   Veil   blocks 
are on the outside of the rooms. 
The  new units  were designed 
by  Lyles,  Bissett,   Carlisle  and 
Wolff, of Columbia, who were also 
architects for the original $5 mil- 
lion    building   constructed   five 
year ago. 
The new additions are tenta- 
tively scheduled to be completed 
for the 1960-61 school year. 
Clemson College News Bureau 
Formosa now has a standard 
soil testing system as a "gift of 
knowledge" from Clemson Col- 
lege. 
Bearer of the "gift" was Hsian- 
ding Tseng, a special Clemson 
student last year in fertilizer ap- 
plication and soil testing. Here 
under the International Coopera- 
tion Administration program of 
the United States Department of 
Agriculture, Tseng   returned   in j 
August to duties as senior   soil 
technologist at Taiwan Agricultur- 
al Research Institute. 
Will Improve Production 
"I hope to develop a standard 
system," says Tseng, "which 
will improve agricultural crop 
production in my country. The 
population of Formosa has rapid- 
ly outgrown food production   re- 
State Department Announces Dates 
For Foreign Service Examinations 
The State Department is an- 
nouncing that the next written 
Foreign Service Officer Examina- 
tion will be held on December 
5, 1959, in approximately 65 cen- 
ters throughout the United States 
and at Foreign Service posts 
abroad. 
The Foreign Service requires 
officers who will specialize in 
such fields as public and business 
administration, and economics. 
as well as in language and area 
studies, international labor af- 
fairs, and political science. 
Will Visit College 
Within the next few Weeks 
Foreign Service officers will visit 
a large number of colleges and 
universities throughout the con- 
tinental United States and Alas- 
ka, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico to 
explain fully the opportunities in 
the Foreign Service which await 
qualified young men and women. 
Persons 20 years of age may ap- 
ply only if they hold a bachelor's 
degree or are seniors in college. 
Applicants must be Americans 
citizens of at least 9 years. 
Those successful in the one- 
day written examination, which 
tests the candidate's facility in 
English expression, general 
ability and background, and 
foreign language proficiency 
(French, German, or Spanish) 
will, within nine months, be 
an oral examination by panels 
FR0SH YMCA COUNCIL 
PLANS MEETING TUESDAY 
The initial meeting of the Fresh- 
man YMCA Council will be held 
at 7 p.m. next Tuesday in the 
YMCA lobby. All freshmen who 
are interested in becoming mem- 
bers of the organization are urged 
to attend. 
The council will be under the 
direction of Tommy Edwards and 
Angus McGregor, co-chairman of 
the freshmen work committee of 
COED CLUB MEETS TUESDAYjtg™' f°r the first few meet" 
Gail Stephens, president of! Freshmen will be acquainted 
Theta Tau Kappa announced that j with the purpose and function of 
there will be a meeting of all up- j the council at the first meeting, 
per classmen co-eds in the Visi- | Officers will be elected and a 
tors Lounge, Monday at 4 p.m.     I constitution drawn up later. 
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Planetarium Sets 
Saturday Event 
The Morehead Planetarium at 
Chapel Hill, N. C. will have a 
program Saturday and Sunday 
called "A Trip to the Moon." 
The fantasy based on scientific 
facts known of space travel will 
be given at 11 a. m. and 5 and 
8:30 p. m. on Saturday, and at 
matinees on Sunday. 
The Morehead Planetarium is 
one of only six Zeiss planetaria 
in the Western Hemisphere. The 
"Trip to the Moon" is a space 
travel adventure based on the ex- 
periences of a fictitious space as- 
tronaut, "Lt. John Maultsby." 
The audience shares his exper- 
iences from the count-down and 
blast off through his rocket flight 
and landing on the moon, and his 
return to Earth. 
throughout the United States. 
Candidates recommexided by 
oral examining panels will then 
be given a physical examination 
and a background investigation. 
Qualified candidates will be 
placed on a register in the order 
of examination scores, and ap- 
pointments will be made from it 
as needed. 
A newly appointed Foreign 
Service officer may serve his 
first tour of duty (normally of 
2 years duration) either in the 
Departments' headquarters in 
Washington, D. C, or at one of 
the 286 American Embassies, 
Legations, and Consulates 
aboad. 
Application forms and other 
information may be obtained im- 
mediately by writing to the Board 
of Examiners for the Foreign 
Service, Department of State, 
Washington 25, D. C. 
sources. 
"With proper research and 
fertilization of the soil," he 
foresees optimistically, "farm- 
ers will be able to increase 
their productivity by a large 
percent in a relatively short 
time." 
Tseng, formerly a technologist 
at Hupeh Agricultural Improve- 
ment Institute, Wuchong, Hupeh, 
came to Clemson last August. His 
studies have been concentrated in 
fertilizer technology, liming ma- 
terials, soil amendments and fer- 
tilizer techniques. These include 
cropping systems, cultural prac- 
tices and the principles governing 
soil productivity and plant growth. 
Is Receiving Training 
He is observing soil testing met- 
hods in the college greenhouses 
and experimental laboratory. Here 
he is also receiving on-the-job 
training in methods of inspecting 
and analyzing commercial ferti- 
lizers, fertilizer rates and grades, 
definition of fertilizer terms ani 
recommendation of fertilizer to 
farmers. 
In    first    semester    work', 
Reception Held for 
Incoming Frosh By 
President Edwards 
The President's Reception for 
new students was held last Mon- 
day evening in the YMCA from 
7 to 9 p.m. 
President and Mrs. Robert C. 
Edwards and Dean and Mrs. Wal- 
ter D. Cox greeted the freshmen 
as they entered. Also in the recep- 
tion line was the recently appoint- 
ed Assistant Dean of Student Af- 
fairs Richard C. Armstrong. 
"Booty" Roberts, president of 
the student body; Frank Esk- 
ridge, vice-president of the stu- 
dent body; "Buck" Deaton, presi- 
dent of senior class; and Luther 
Bigby, president of the YMCA 
Cabinet, concluded the receiving 
line. 
The purpose of the reception 
was to acquaint the college per- 
sonnel with the incoming fresh- 
men. Jn addition to being to va- 
rious student body officers, the 
freshmen were given an opportun- 
ity to meet the dean of their 
school. 
Several girls from Clemson and 
over 150 from Anderson College 
attended thr freshman reception. 
Tseng compiled a high 
grade point ratio of 3.22, and 
completed 12 hours of credit. 
During the second semester 
he was enrolled in radio-chem- 
istry and soil fertility courses. 
A devoted resident after nearly 
eight months, Tseng planned to 
"promote" the college to student* 
in his country. 
"Clemson is a good school," he 
said, "and I wish more Chinese 
students could study here. The 
people are very friendly and con- 
siderate." 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
HOLDS MEETING TUESDAY 
The International Student's As- 
sociation will hold it's first meet- 
ing of the year next Tuesday at 
6:45 p.m. in meeting room No. 4. 
All new foreign students are cor- 
dially invited. 
Those students from the United 
States who are interested In 
membership should see Bill 
Thompson or Bill Sanchey in 
room C - 713 at their convenience. 
Student Government Offers Medical 
Insurance Plan To Clemson Students 
For the third year, the Student 
Government is offering a plan of 
accident and sickness insur- 
ance to Clemson students. This 
insurance plan is intended to free 
students from medical bills. 
The plan Is underwritten by Pi- 
lot Life Insurance Company of 
Greensboro, North Carolina, aift 
is administered by Joe E. Pearce, 
Student Health Representative, 
Florence, S. C. 
The student insurance, entire- 
ly voluntary on the students part, 
provides complete coverage for 
24 hours a day both on or off 
campus. 
Realizing that some of the 
younger students are still pro- 
tected by the hospitalization pol- 
icies of their parents, the plan 
is so flexible as to be payable 
to such students in addition to 
benefits from any other policy. 
The cost of the plan for student! 
is $16 per year. Last year, thou- 
sands of dollars were paid to 
Clemson students who were 
covered by the plan. 
Members of Student Govern- 
ment elected last spring, are: 
Booty Roberts, president; Frank 
Eskridge, vice-president; ' Rich- 
ard Shick, secretary; Buck Dea- 
ton, senior class president; Ken 
Powell, junior class president; 
and Bill Schachte, sophomore 
class  president. 
Freshman class president will 
be elected sometime in the near 
future. 
Byers-Stokes 
On Campus with 
(By the author of "Rally Round Ike Flag, Boys," 
"I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", etc.) 
From Sweden to you... 
McGREG0R Donkey Goat 
America's great new "fun" coat — discovered in Sweden! 
Actually one piece of two-ply, two-colored 100% pure wool. 
Amazingly tailored with seamless sides and sleeves for un- 
equalled freedom and comfort. Big, roomy patch pockets, 
railroad stitched bottom. Big stand-up collar. Wonderfully 
light and warm. A masterpiece of outerwear styling as only 
McGregor knows how! 
ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER DOLLAR 
Today I begin my sixth year of writing this cohimn for tiie 
makers of Philip Morris and Marlboro Cigarettes. Eor this I 
get money. 
Not, let me hasten to state, that payment is necessary- "Sire," 
I said a few days ago to the makers of Philip Morris and Marl- 
boro, "if I can introduce America's college men and women to 
Philip Morris and Marlboro, and thus enhance their happiness, 
heighten their zest, upgrade their gusto, magnify their eheer, 
and broaden their bliss, there is no need to pay me because I am 
more than amply rewarded." 
We wept then. Fm not ashamed to say it, WE WEPT1 I 
wish (he wiseacres who say big business B coH aid hearties* 
could have been there that day. I wish they could hose seen 
the great, shimmering tears that splashed on the board room 
table. We wept, every man jack of as. The makers wept—the 
secretaries wept—I wept—my agent, Clyde Greedy, wept 1* 
wept aH. 
"Ka, oof eried the makers, r^fe insist on paying y<«.* 
fOb, very weft,*-r said, m& tbfr&xxn pasxdWxrsri 
shower. We toughed and we»6t Plrifip Morrises and Mariboros— 
and some of us fit Alpmes—which is a brand-new cigarette from 
the makers of Philip Morris and Marlboro—a fine new cigarette 
with a light touch of menthol and the rich taste of choice tobaccos 
and the longest, most efficient filter yet devised. And if you are 
one who likes a fine new cigarette with a light touch of menthol 
and the rich taste of choice tobaccos and the longest, most effi- 
cient filter yet devised, you would do well to ask for new king- 
size Alpines. If, on the other hand, you do not Hie menthol 
but do like better makin's and a filter that does what it's buik 
for, ask for Marlboro. Or, if you don't Eke filters at all, but omy 
mildness, ask for Philip Morris. Any way you play it, you're * 
winner. 
But I digress. "Win you," said the makers of Ptmrp Monw, 
Marlboro and Alpine, "write about the important issues that 
occupy the supple young minds of college America this year m 
your column?" 
"But of course," I replied, with a kindly chuckle. 
"And will you," asked the makers, "from time to time say a 
pleasant word about Philip Morris, Marlboro and Alpine?" 
"Crazy kkfer" I said with a wry grin, pushing my fist 
gently against their jaws. "You know I win." 
And we all shook hands—silently, firmly, manlily. And I left, 
dabbing my eyes with my agent, and hurried to the nearest 
typewriter. © »s9 »" a> *»■■ 
The makers of Philip Morris, Marlboro and Alpine take great 
pleasure in bringing you another year of this uncensored, 
free-teheeting column. 
